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STAND BY ISRAEL
AND END THE CONFLICT
had a lot to do with being heavily
I LOST
and MY
cogently
TENTER.
criticised
I THINKfor
IT

publishing Lynne Reid Banks's
extended account of two weeks'
teaching on the West Bank published
in the last issue of MANNA. The Lynne
Reid Banks article was followed by
David Goldberg's defence of the
Diaspora. My critics complained that
this constituted an unbalanced and
excessive attack on Israel. `These are
extremely difficult times. We have
enough detractors. We don't need to
undermine further the support of the
Jewish community for Israel. The task
of the Reform Movement is to marshal
andbolstersupportineverywayitcan'.
Not long after, I was taken to task by
a Christian fiiend and ally for not being
critical enough of Jewish involvement
with the nco-conservatives in the
United States. The neo-cons have
played a significant part in the

formulation of American foreign
policy under the Bush administration.
There are a number of Jewish voices in
their midst and the argument runs that
some Jews have contributed to the
thinking and action of what is
described in certain quarters as the
American-Zionist enemy.
Caught in the middle, uncertain and
feeling rather sheepish, I lashed out.
The Guardian has a website called
comment is free (commentisfree if you
want to google it). It offers Guardian
columnists and occasional contributors
like. me their own blogsite. Where
better to let off steam than in a
Guardian blog? This is an extract from
what I posted:
As I listen to the news with its details Of

Israel 's return to Gaza, I cringe. I cringe at
the corttiniing ievoive:me:hi Of Israeli Je:ws

in the suffering Of Palestinians. I cringe
because I can't believe that it will advance
the cause Of peace. I cringe at the seeming
hopelessness Of it all.
But I also become incandescent at the
sanctimonious advice and the kypocritical
disavowal Of c[ny responsibility that is so

prevalentinthiscountryandevenincertain
quarters Of the Chiurch.
First, as readers Of nay contributions to the
Guardian will know, I am a corrrmitted
Zionist. Je:ws have a righi to a land Of their
own, a right founded upon constaney Of

presence and constancy of hopes and
prayers . Not to merttion under international
lc[w. But I will freely admit that I think it's

unlikely that the right would have been
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exercised had it not been for the inability Of
Europe over more than a thousand years to
come to terms with the presence of a Jewish
minorityinthemidstofachaistianmdyority.
Yes, I 'm roferring to the Holocaust but I'm

as to how to break out of the endless
cycle of recrimination and violence.
At which point the Reform
Movement's Director of Living
Judaism, Julian Resnick, a kibbutznik,

also rof;erring -in this year Of the 350th

sent this email:
I am writing this to you all from my home in
Israel after a very dif:ficult 24 hours.
Yesterday morning as you are all c[ware
Israel was attacked from within Lebanon
acrosstheinternationallyrecoghisedborder
to which Israel had withdrawn 6 years ago
in accordance with the UN Resolution 15 5 9 .
Israel does not occupy one millinetre Of
Lebanese soil and the only part Of the UN
Resolution which has not been carried out
was that part which demanded Of Lebanon
to replace the Hizbo[lah terrorist positions
with regular army positions.
I am c[ware that you are all good caring
peoplewhocannotcountenancethethought
Of war and must all be struggling with the
clear statemertts by the Israeli govern:ment
that it sees the incursion into our sovereign
territory, the killing Of eight soldiers and
thehidnappingofanadditionaltwosoldiers
as ca.nsus behi. I want you all to know that
inlsraelfromlefttorightacrossthepolitical
spectnrmthereisagreementthatwewillnot
tolerate our people being killed, hidnepped
and held to ransom.
I trust that none Of you will fall into the trap
whichhasbeeneyhicallylaidbybothHanas
and the Hizbollch to lure good people into
across the western world. When the military
leadership Of Hamas met two nights ago in
Gazatheymetinanapartmentbuildingfrlled
with families, men, women and children.
Theymettoplanthedeathoflsraelisnoless.
My death, the death Of my f;amity and the
deathofrnyfriends.Thedeathofmanypeople
you Jmow in Israel.
Among them was Mohammed Dof a master
terrorist who has masterminded a string Of
terrorist attacks over the past years. When
you read about the death Of innocent women
cmd children in this attack and in others
which urfbrtunately will be part of the
outcomeoftheirbehaviour,pleaseremember
who the cynics are among Hamas and
Hizbollahandthattheyarecountingonyour
horrorandoutrageintheirbattleagainstus.
Clearly the pain and suffering on both sides
knows no religious or ethnic boundaries. I
am not suggesting that only we lmow pain.
What I am saying, I hope in the clearest
marmer possible, is that there comes a
moment when we have to take care Of
ourseives and ray hope is that you will all
stand with us at this time.

armiversary of the re-admission of the Jews
toEngland-tothepersecutionandexpulsion
that preceded it. The Palestinians are
absolutely right in saying that they are
swf fering because Of a European problem.
But it isn't a Jewish problem -it 's a British
problem, a German problem, a Polish
problem and a Christian problem.
Second, I can't say that we Brits have a
brilliant record in dealing with conflicting
clai:ms ourseives. The British record over
Ireland over the last 100 years is not exactly
the finest chapter in our history.
Thirdly, so many Of the problems in the
world today are in part due to our colonial
legacyandourpropensityfordrc[winglines
onmapswhichbearlittleornoresemblance
to the needs Of the indigenous population.
Iraq, Jordan, the Indian Sub-Continertt and Israel/Palestine - have all suffered
from British map drc[wing. The ambiguity of
the Balfour Declaration, the various
unsuccessfulpartitionplansandthesupine,
inesponsibleretreatfromtheMandateprior
to the corfumation Of the right of the State
Of Israel to exist by the United Nations -all
these inperial botches provoke t]re justified
comment, `A fine mess you've got us into'.

Clearly, it's as plain as a pike stcff that so
much Of what is going on today in the world
has its roots in the perceived hamiliation Of
Islam by the Christian west. M"slims still

remember the fanaticism and briitality of
the Crusades . `Islam is a violent religion by
nature; the Jews, who have always been
victims (victins Of whom, I wonder?) have
become the oppressor; but we Christians
are peace loving and only concerned about
the poor and the needy.' Come off it.
And since the rant is gaining in strength, let
me make a fourth and final poihi. The only
hope for peace in the Middle East lies in

raising the living standards of the
PalestiniansandmakengGazaandtheWest
Bank viable and prosperous. Where, over
the last year, where since the withdrawal
from Gaza has been the investment in the
Palestiniaus? Where has the equivalent Of
the rebuilding Of post-war Europe been?
WhatcontributionhasbeenmadebyBritain
and the Charches - not to mention their
fellciw Arabs - to the basic services and
economy Of what will become the State Of
Palestine? We are a nation Of hypocritical
stone checkers.

The blog initiated more than 80
pages of response and debate. It
yielded much heat but little light, lots
of blame and accusations but not a hint

Of course -with all our hearts, souls
and might. But what is the best way of
standing with the people of Israel and
ending the cycle of hatred and

terror?I "8

Cia 12 June 2006, Pri:me Minister Ehad Olmert visited London.
The visit was, by all accounts, very successful and Prime
Minister Blalr was fully supportive Of the apiroach Of the new
Israeli govermmenl to the Palestinians. Mr Olmert laid out his

plans to a gathering Of the great and good Of British Jewry and
received warm and unequivocal support.
In his speech, Ehad Olmert detailed his three pre-conditions

for talks with the Hamas government and fooused on
negotiations with the Presidertt Of the Palestindan Authority,
Mahmoud ALbbas. Veteran com:merttator on Middle East affairs,
Dr Tory K:lug disagrees.

OLMERT
MUST FACE THIS CHOICE

and providing salaries
Palestinian Authority's

for the
140,000
employees, many of whom have not
been paid since mid-March. For all this
it needs space, a prolonged period of
calm and intemational funding.
For its part, Israel' s current priorities
are to carry out its `convergence' or
`realignment' policy, involving closing
some Jewish settlements in the West
Bank while consolidating others and
establishing c7e /c]cfo borders behind a
completed `separation barrier'. It, too,
needs external financial support,
especially to relocate tens of thousands
of settlers, and some sort of truce.
Thus, to advance towards their
respective aims, each party requires the
tacit compliance of the other.
In some ways, then, there is a
convergence between the two sides'
short-to-medium term interests. At
present, neither is looking for a
comprehensive settlement - they may

prefer what Henry Kissinger has called
`an interim agreement of indefinite

o¥eacT::?n:|!N*:T:E:i:is::ne::
again, the predominant Jewish diaspora
response is to stand uncritically by the
official Israeli position, however
illogical, indefensible or destructive it
may be. For decades, international
Jewish communities have spumed the
opportunity to make their own
judgements and to take independent
initiatives to lower the tensions and help
pave the way towards an eventual
peaceful settlement. It is time to change
this.

The current situation, difficult
enough, is further complicated by the
internal power stmggle between the
Hamas-led goverrment and the Palestinian president, Mahmoud Abbas.
Exactly how it will play itself out is yet
to be seen. What is clear is that the
Islamic Resistance Movement's stunning victory in January's Palestinian
parliamentary elections has triggered
widespread alarm in Israel and elsewhere. And not without cause. The
organization has an atrocious record of
terrorism against Israeli civilians, an
appallingly anti-Semitic charter and is
formally dedicated to the destruction
of the Jewish state. It is hardly surprising that Israelis are not jumping with
joy. Yet there is a danger that rash
reactions will bring about the very disasters it is hoped to avoid. So it is
worth taking stock of the situation.
First, opinion polls immediately
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following the elections showed 84 per
cent of Palestinian voters supporting a

peace agreement with Israel, including
75 per cent of Hamas voters. Nearly 70
per cent still supported Abbas as
president. Thus a strong majority of
Palestinians, while voting for Hamas,
do not endorse its underlying ideology.
Its electoral good fortune was primarily
an outcome of the failure of Fatah to
deliver on its promise to negotiate an
end to the suffocating Israeli
occupation and to halt the desperate
decline in Palestinian living conditions.
It was in Israel's hands to affect the
situation to Fatah's electoral benefit
but it chose not to do so.
Secondiy, Hamas largely observed a
unilateral ceaseflre for some sixteen
months and in principle is amenable to
a much longer one. While this stance
has been severely tested by the latest
round of mutual atrocities, the
movement will have to crack down
sooner or later on Islamic Jihad and
other violent irregular groups if it is
serious about staying on the political
track and especially if its standing as
the legitimate Palestinian goverrment
is to be intemationally respected. All
told, Hamas's electoral victory has
curtailed its potential freedom of action
far more than defeat would have done.
Thirdly, whatever its rhetoric,
Hamas's immediate preoccupation is
with domestic issues: ensuring its
government survives, restoring law and
order, meeting basic economic needs

duration' - but there is a prospect for
pragmatic co-operation over such
matters as trade, border crossings,
utility services, public health and the
envirorment.
Until now, however, the strategy
pursued by Israel and the Quartet US, EU, Russia, UN - with the
connivance of other parties including
Fatah, has been to isolate and
destabilize the Hamas government and
starve it of funds unless and until it
fulfils the three conditions of
renouncing violence, recognizing
Israel and honouring previous accords.
On the face of it, these demands may
seem perfectly reasonable. But by
pressing them so swiftly and forcefully
- the Quartet dictated them to Hamas
just five days after the Palestinian
elections - and backing them up with
tough sanctions, the question is
prompted: what was the true aim? If it
was to bring about the quick
disintegration of the Hamas-led
government, and if it succeeds, what
then? Here are a few possible
scenarios:

First, a coup led by Fatah, supported
by Israel and the west. However, Fatah
is seriously fragmented, in deep crisis
and likely to make itself even more
unpopular if it acts so blatantly against
the democratically expressed will of
the Palestinian people. It is hard to see
how, at this point, it could successfully
run a goverrment.
Secondly, a steady descent of
Palestinian society into anarchy,
leading either to a form of civil war or
a division of the territory among
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warlords. There are already signs of
this happening, with family feuds and
gangster wars fuelling internal
violence.

Thirdly, a full-scale Israeli reinvasion and the total collapse of the
Palestinian Authority. Israel would
then have to take direct responsibility
for running the whole of the West Bank
and possibly Gaza, too. Even if this
were practically feasible, there is no

Hamas is still full Of
illusions , slowly

adapting to the
obligations Of

goverrunent and
di:vided about its

approach to Israel.
The ihiermal pohacal
processes within
Palestihian society
need some breathing
space to devielop.
political will these days within Israel
to burden itself with such a fearsome
responsibility.
A fourth option is the indefinite
provision of financial aid direct to the
Palestinian population by the
international community. This, in
effect, is the current Quartet strategy.
Its chief flaw is that the problem is not
one of finding channels for
humanitarian assistance but rather
widespread unemployment and a
severe deficiency in the provision of
vital basic services, which are mostly
government services. These are the
underlying causes of the growing
poverty. It is not charity that `is needed
but economic revival and good social
and economic management. Bypassing
the elected government instead of
working with it cannot possibly meet
these needs. This is not a workable
policy.

All the above options run a serious
risk of a total collapse of the economy,
leading to a humanitarian catastrophe,
political chaos, a resumption of fullscale violence and the further
radicalization of the population - not
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an ideal formula for progress on the
peace front. The forced ousting of
Hamas - which so far has rejected alQaida's public advances
and
condemned the bombings at the
Egyptian resort of Dahab - may see a
more successful penetration of
Palestinian society by the global jihadi
movement.
It is strongly in the interests of the
principal parties - including Israel, the
Palestinians, the western nations and
the Arab states - to support the
transformation of Hamas from a
paramilitary organization to a serious
political player, for it will remain a
significant force among the Palestinian
people whether in or out of
government. If forced from power, it
may abandon the political path
altogether, revert to its most extreme
demands and resume its violent
methods. So what may be done?
A straightforward option, in the
short term, is for the international community, including Israel, to recognize
the democratic choice of the Palestinian people and work pragmatically
with the Hamas government. Rather
than threatening and pushing it into a
comer, the movement could be coaxed
over time into discarding its more
belligerent and unrealistic policies.
Hamas is still full of illusions, slowly
adapting to the obligations of government and divided about its approach to
Israel. The internal political processes
within Palestinian society need some
breathing space to develop.
We have seen recent evidence of
what these internal processes may

produce in the form of a document
drawn up by prominent Hamas and
Fatah detainees in Israeli prisons. Its
18-point programme addresses both

the immediate crisis - primarily by
calling for a national unity government
- and the long-term question of peace
with Israel. In essence, it calls for a
Palestinian state alongside Israel,
based on the borders prior to the 1967
war, with East Jerusalem as its capital,
the return of refugees and the freeing
of prisoners in Israeli jails.
Aside from the refugee problem which most parties acknowledge has
to be solved eventually in a fair,
acceptable and comprehensive way
even if they fiercely disagree about the
terms - the other elements of this
document are, broadly speaking,
common to many other peace
proposals of recent years, including the
Clinton parameters, the Taba
discussions, the 2002 Arab League
plan, the unofficial Geneva accord, the
People's Voice (Nusseibeh-Ayalon)

Plan, the Road Map, the international
protectorate or trusteeship proposal
and myriad other peace initiatives.
This is not a coincidence, for they
are the essential elements and have
been for decades. Any proposal by any
party that does not embrace these
principles cannot solve the conflict and
should not be taken seriously. In
reality, the most likely alternative path
- one that is getting closer all the time
- is perpetual conflict.
It is sometimes said that the
conditions are not currently right for
the final resolution of this conflict, as
if they are somehow going to be more
right in the future. To be sure, since the
collapse of Oslo, Camp David and
Taba, Israelis and Palestinians have run
out of ideas - or the will - to settle
their differences. This is not a selfcontained dispute and other countries
have a strong vested interest in
avoiding its deadly global overspill. So
there is a need and a justification for
robust international intervention.
Any such initiative should include,
first of all, a long-term mutual ceaseflre
with the status quo frozen pending
future negotiations on `final basket'
issues. This would provide some vital
respite. Secondly, as mentioned earlier,
there is a crying need for independent
visionary leadership by diaspora
Jewry, to help Israel to escape from its
own traps. Thirdly, a demonstration on
the part of Arab leaders of their
dedication to their own peace plan
could be very effective, for example by
sending a high-level delegation to
Israel and the Palestinian territories to
appeal direct to both peoples, much as
President Sadat did towards the Israeli
population in 1977.

Most importantly, the Quartet and
other powers must start taking their
responsibilities a lot more seriously.
What is required is a clear political

horizon from them and a preparedness
to step in decisively to ensure a final
end is brought to this wretched conflict
before it deteriorates to the point of no
return. The international community,
in all its parts, has abdicated its
responsibility for far too long and we,
for our part, have let them get away
with it. It is time to change this, too I
T}RTO:NY ld:NG is a Middle East analyst and
writer. He was co-i;ounder and co-chair Of the
Council for Jewish-Palestinian Dialogue,
trustee Of the International Ceritre for Peace in
the Middle East and has served as head Of
international
development
at
Amnesty
International. Currently, he is Senior Poliey
Consultant at the Middle East Policy Initiative
Forum. vice chair Of the Araij-Jeviish Forum
and is a founder member Of the Jewish Forum
for Justice and Human RIghts.
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DOES THE JEWISH FUTURE LIE OUTSIDE ISRAEL?
The Divided Seif Ra,bb± Da,v±d
IN Goldberg
HIS INTRODUCTION
naITates an experience
TO
from his youth. Travelling back to
Europe from Israel by boat in 1958, the
eighteen year old Goldberg found
himself in the shadow of one of his
fellow passengers. He was an Israeli
with a `lifeguard's physique' who had
been in the elite Paratroop Brigade and
had fought in the Sinai campaign. It was
a case of `old Jew meets new Jew'. On
the one hand, there was Goldberg,
conscious of his `mainly bookish,
European-Jewish understanding of the
world'; on the other hand, this Samson
with his `supreme self-confidence and
his simple certainty that he and his kind
represented the Jewish future'. When
the ship made a brief stop at Naples,
the two Jewish personae, old and new,
collided. The worldly, cautious
Goldberg advised against buying a
watch from the hawkers on the dock:
`They'11 all be fakes,' he waned, `and

only work until you're back on board.'
`Don't worry,' came the nonchalant
reply, `1 know how to look after myself. '
Here, in the compass of a personal
anecdote, is the divide to which the
title of the book alludes. Goldberg is
an exponent of the ancient rabbinical
art of story-telling. And as he tells this
story you can practically see the barely

perceptible shrug with which the tough
Israeli soldier dismisses the waming
from the little European)/I.cJ7, shrugging
off two thousand years of Diasporic
anxiety, timidity and pessimism. And
also dependence. He does not need
advice or help. He is his own master.
This is what that shrug signifies. And
in his person, the people - the Jewish
people - have taken their destiny into
their own hands. We are victors now,
the shrug implies, not victims of
fraudulent hawkers and sundry other
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THE DIVIDED SELF:
ISRAEL AND THE JEVISH
PSYCHE TODAY
by David J Goldberg
I 8 Tauris & Co Ltd, 2006,
ISBN 1-84511-054-4

pp.242, hb, £18.99

most important anchor of identity...'
Texts know no borders, whereas
Jewish identity, Yehoshua believes,
should be anchored in territory. `1
propose,' he says, `that we continue to
nurture the concrete and living value
of "the homeland", rather than the dull
and worn-out value of Jewish
spirituality' (Hcr 'a7-e/z,12 May 2006).

Brian Klug
antisemites. We, the Jewish people,
know how to look after ourselves. We
have become Israelis.
Except that many of us have not, as
A 8 Yehoshua recently reminded his
audience at the American Jewish
Committee centennial symposium,
where he was part of a panel discussing
the question `What will become of the
Jewish people?'. Yehoshua told them,
with the bluntness of a fifth-generation
Scrz7rcz, that their Jewish identity is only

partial. His identity as an Israeli is
complete. He called their Judaism
`plug and play' and described Diaspora

Jews as `changing countries like

changing jackets' (Je7"sa/e7# Par/, 4
May 2006; fJcz'are/z,12 May 2006).

Not that he intended to be rude or
derogatory,
as
he
explained
Subsequently in an article in Hcz 'crre/z:
`Am I denouncing their incomplete

identity? I am neither denouncing nor
praising. It's just a fact...' I see that
characteristic Israeli shrug again.
Perhaps the most striking thing of all is
the way in which this distinguished
novelist and Professor of Literature, a

man who has won several literary
prizes, derides the idea of an identity
based on `the Jewish texts'. `1 keep

bringing up the matter of texts,' he
explains, `because in liberal Jewish
circles this has recently become the

These are fighting words. And I
fancy that, if Goldberg were to read
them, that old `mainly bookish' feeling
would come over him again. Be that as
it may, The Divided Seif is a. contri:bu-

tion - before the fact - to the
conversation sparked by Yehoshua. It
is not a brand new conversation.
Yehoshua did not say anything that he
has not been saying for years. But this
time he said it in the full glare of the
Jewish public. Moreover, as 7l¢e
G#crrc7z.a7? journalist Jonathan Freed1and put it, `[T]his is a conversation
that we Jews, in Israel and outside,
badly need to have, ' (Jen;I.s¢ C7zroJ?z.c/e,
18 May 2006). So Goldberg's book is

timely and thought-provoking.
Goldberg explains that two `widely
held, rarely challenged assumptions'
about the state of the Jewish world
prompted him to write this book. One
is that the Diaspora is in `a state of
terminal decline and the future of
Jewry lies only in Israel'. The other is
that anti-Semitism is on the rise,
especially in Europe, particularly on
the anti-Zionist left. Goldberg believes
that these claims have been ` swallowed
wholesale without proper analysis'.
This is because they are not so much
assumptions as dogmas: a priori beliefs
thataremotivatedbypoliticalZionism.
Goldberg critiques both dogmas, but
his primary target is the worldview that
lies behind them.
In saying this, I risk giving the false
impression that Goldberg is `anti-
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Zionist' or `anti-Israel'. In fact, he is
not even an anti-nationalist. He
describes `nationalism per se' as
`morally neutral', and holds that
`Jewish nationalism is no less

defensible than any other recognisable
national movement, possibly more so
given the circumstances in which the
State of Israel came into being'. But
even if national movements are
morally neutral, their historical
narratives are not neutral about the
past. Goldberg challenges the `standard
version of Jewish history,
as
disseminated by Zionist educational
agencies in Israel and taught...
throughout the Diaspora'. This makes
his project dangerous. For a nationalist
history is, in a way, a mythology, and a
national ngth an article of faith within
the national community. Which is why,
perhaps, Goldberg describes Zionism
as `the new, consolatory religion of
almost all Jews'. But traditionally, the
religion of the Jews was Judaism.
Moreover, Judaism has been our
connective tissue: `The culturally and
geographically disparate Jewries of the
world share by way of common
identity a religious heritage'. In
challengingthenewreligion-Zionism
- Goldberg is reasserting the old, the
one that is centred on a text and not a
state: where the Torah is, in Heine's
apt and poignant metaphor, the
`portable homeland' of the Jews.
Zionism's `central tenet' is that the
powerless Jewish people needs a
literal homeland - not a portable one
kept in an ark, but a permanent haven
with political borders - in order to
survive. For, to put it crudely, the world
has hated us and always will.
Accordingly, on `the Zionist reading
of Jewish history' the Diaspora is
`given short shrift'. The period

between the destruction of the Temple
in 70 and the creation of the State of
Israel in 1948 is portrayed as `an

unfortunate interlude', the long dark
night of the Jewish soul, with the
occasional sumy interval. Goldberg
challenges this melancholy reading by
retelling the story of the Jewish people,
casting a different light on the Diaspora
- and therefore on the question of the
future. He does not remotely suggest
that life in the Diaspora has been a bed
of roses, but nor has it been, he argues,
a mess of thorns.
Goldberg acknowledges that for two
thousand years Jews collectively have
been powerless. But he does not equate
powerlessness with either passivity or
victimhood. His retelling. of the Jewish
story shows how Jews, living in diverse
societies and dealing with changing
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circumstances, acquired qualities and
skills that promoted their s.urvival and
well-being. Living in the world, they
became worldly-wise. They learned to
be resilient, adaptable and flexible.
They developed a keen eye for the
main chance. They knew the value of
compromise. And they came to rely on
one another, establishing `networks of

Goldberg
acknowledges that f tor
two thousand years
Jews collectively have
been powerless. But
he does not equate

powerlessness with
either passivity or
victinhood. His
retelling Of the Jewish
story shows how Jews,
living in diverse
societies and dealing
with changing
circumstances,
acquired qualities and
sJdlls that promoted

their survival and
well-being.
contacts' between their communities.
As he points out, powerlessness `took
a terrible toll' on Jews under Nazi
domination. But, as he observes in the
same breath, `power, too, in the fomi
of modern Jewish statehood, has
demonstrated its limitations '.
This takes us to the heart of his
argument. He contends that `the
distinction between handling power
and coping with p.owerlessness ' has led
to an `experiential divide... between
Israeli Jews and the Jewish majority
that has chosen to remain in the
Diaspora'. This divide is partly a
difference in modus operandi between
`the Diaspora way of adaptation and
compromise' and `the rigid Zionist
formula of never apologising and never

explaining'. But there is a deeper
contrast. On the one hand, modem
Diaspora Jews are `universalists,
familiar with wider culture' and have
`a composite identity'. On the other
hand, `Israeli Jews are ethnocentric,
particularist and dismissive of the
Diaspora legacy as shameful, less
worthy'. This is a revised version of
the difference between `old Jew' and
`new Jew', where the former has
evolved to become, in a word,
enlightened.
I.n short, The Divided Seif a,haost,
but not quite, turns the classic Zionist
position on its head. Where Yehoshua,

in the tra,dition of shelilat ha'galut negation of the Diaspora - denigrates
Jewish identity and Jewish life outside
of Israel, Goldberg affirms it. Whether
you sympathize with this view, as I do,
or not, you will be fascinated by his
whistle-stop tour through Jewish
history and impressed by the facility
with which he argues. But I believe the
argument is flawed. If the Jewish
psyche today is split, the dividing line
does not separate Israeli Jews from the
rest. It cuts through Jewry everywhere.
The same fault lines exist from Tel
Aviv to Temple Fortune - and
sometimes inn down the middle of
individual minds and hearts. Many
Jews, for example, feel tom between
universal and national versions of their
Jewish identity. And in the
contemporary Zionist imagination,
Israel is seen as powerful and
powerless - at the same time. For these
and other reasons, it is difficult even to
say where `Israel' ends and `Diaspora'
begins.

What of the Jewish future? Goldberg
is optimistic about the Diaspora which,
he says, is `flourishing'. He is less

sanguine about Israel, partly because
of the Zionist ethos of supreme selfconfidence. Which reminds me: there
is a sequel to the story that Goldberg
tells about the tough Israeli who knew
how to look after himself. Dismissing
Goldberg's advice, he purchased a
watch on shore, flaunting it before his
fellow passengers. Shortly after the
ship set sail again, Goldberg spotted
him on deck: he was standing by the
rail, flinging the busted timepiece out
to sea. If only he had listened to the
little j/z.c7/ with his mainly bookish,

European-Jewish understanding of the

world .
DR BRIAN KLUG is Sle#z.or jzesearch Fe//ow
in Philosophy at St Benet's Hall, Oxford,
Honorary Fellow of the Parkes Institute for
the Study of Jewish/non-Jewish Relations,
University of Southampton, and Associate
Editor of Patterns of Prejudice.
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fundamental principle of modem

BETTER

WORLD
WITHOUT

TIKKUN
liberal Judaism.
OLAM For IS
us the
A
concept, though rooted in medieval
Jewish mysticism and Kabbalah, is an
idea that stems from the greatest
rhetoric of the prophets, when they
thundered that the truest way to serve
God was to ameliorate the lot of the
poorest and weakest members of
society. For the prophets the role of a
person of faith was simple: do justly,
love mercy and walk hulnbly with your
God. By fulfilling these principles we

OZONE?

participated in the act of fz.4##72 o/c]77€,

Charles Middleburgh

pressed to find the phrase fz.4ikef7! o/c7772.

THE WAY INTO TIKKUN OLAh¢
(REPAIRING THE WOIELD)
by Elliot N Dorff
Jewish Lights Publishing,
Woodstock, Vermont, 2005,

the resonance that /i.44e/7? o/c}" has

ISBN i-58023-269-8, hb, $24.99.

TO HEAL A FRACTURED
WORLD: THE ETHICS OF
RESPONSIBILITY
by Rabbi Jonathan Sacks
Continuum International Publishing
Group, London, 2005,
ISBN: 0826486223 pp.256PP,
hb, £16.99.

of making a fractured world whole by
trying to heal the breaks in society.
If you peruse the writings of the
founders of English Reform and
Liberal Judaism you will be hardThey talked about the concept but used
other language, other shorthand, such
as
`prophetic
Judaism'
which
expressed the same idea but without
come to have for us. But with the
1970s, and Progressive Judaism's
growing re-engagement with more of
the core of Jewish tradition and
teaching, and especially with the rise
of the concept of fz.4ka/77 as a movement

in the United States, the phrase itself
has become a sine qua non for anyone
who wishes to show themselves to be
an engaged Jew with a social
conscience.
Why is fz.A:fof73 o/cr" so important to
liberal Jews? Because we recognise the

benefits we have derived from all the
positive changes that have occurred in
society in the last two centuries and
wish to share them with those to whom
they are still denied.
As Eugene Borowitz states in
fz.bercz/ Jwc7oz.s77! p.409 quAHC 1984):

`We

remain

devotedly

liberal

because we personally are living
testimony to the human benefits that
come from actualizing universal ethics.
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For the prophcts the role Of a person Of fidith was sinple:
do justly, love mercy and walk hambly with your God. By

fulfilling these principles we participated in the act Of
+ikkJm ordrl[+ Of making a f ractured world whole by
trying to heal the breaks in society.

As
supreme
beneficiaries
of
democracy, we have a special
responsibility to be involved in the
solution of its problems. . .we will not
be true to the special situation in which
God has placed us if we do not make
the human issues of our age a major
part of our Jewish duty.'
My teacher John Rayner, z'l,
described our world as one `still
waiting to be redeemed' and if the
ultimate end of fz.frfr#73 o/cz77z is to

achieve that redemption then no act
that we perform, however small, can
be without significance. If we
appreciate the importance of acts that
achieve fz.faket72 o/cr773 then it requires

that we scrutinise our values and
everything we do extremely harshly,
not just for what we do, the distance
we travel, but the self-imposed stops
along the way.
Rayner said in a sermon given on
Yon Kippur in 1999, cited in Sz.gxposts
to the Messianic Age> p.g9£.
`... moral values are not self-

sustaining, self-perpetuating. They
need to be nurtured; otherwise they
become atrophied or at least
attenuated. Then people are liable to
say: "Yes, I believe that life is sacred
but my enemy's life is not nearly as
sacred as mine. Yes, I believe in
helping my neighbour, but not while I
am busy with myself. Yes, I believe in
sheltering refugees but not in my
backyard. Yes, I believe in conserving
the environment, stopping the arms
trade, and reducing television violence,
but not if it means losing my profits.
Yes, I believe in animal welfare, but
not to the extent of doing without a fur
coat or spoiling the fun of traditional
country sports." Civilisation is a tender
plant which, if deprived of the oxygen
of shared moral values, will eventually
disintegrate. In biblical language,
"righteousness exalts a nation" (Prov.
14.34) and ``where there is no vision, a
people perishes" (Prov. 29.18)'.
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And we might add, where we put too
many limitations on the extent of our
/z.4ike!72 o/o772 the achievement of the

goal is ilTevocably placed beyond our
orasp.
Within the last year two significant
books on the subject of rz.#fu72 a/cz"
have been published, one by Rabbi
Professor Dr Jonathan Sacks, the other
by Rabbi Professor Elliot Dorff. The
former, as might be expected from its
prolific and erudite author, takes a

grand and panoramic view of the
s;hoject. To Heal a Fractured World,
The Ethics of Responsibility, sect:s
from an Orthodox perspective, to lay
out the areas in which all human beings

knowledge of Jewish tradition as well
as the breadth of his secular leaning. It
is an impressive read overall.
Elliot Dorff's 7lJie Wrcry I.73fo rz.frha#

Olam (Repairing the World), is piul o£
Jewish Lights' excellent `Way Into'
series, which seeks to provide an
introduction to aspects of Judaism for
those whose knowledge base may be
less than they would like. Dorff also
divides his work into three parts,
Tikkun Olam in Theory, Tikkun Olam
for Individuals and Society, Tikkun
Olam within Families. As with Sacks
his material is suffused with references
to Jewish sources, though he does not
venture into Sacks' secular pathways

need to strive to bring ab6ut fz.frihe;;c
o/czm. Sacks divides his thesis into

at all.

three parts, The Call to Responsibility,
The Theology of Responsibility and
the Responsible Life, and each section
then has sub-headings such as The
Ethics of Responsibility, Faith as
Protest, Sanctifying the Name, The
Holy and the Good, The Chaos Theory
of Virtue and lvho am I?
He defines Judaism as `a complex
and subtle faith' that has rarely lost
touch with its simple ethical
imperatives. He states: `We are here to
make a difference, to mend t.he
fractures of the world, a day at a time,
an act at a time, for as long as it takes
to make i.t a place of justice and
compassion where the lonely are not
alone, the poor not without help; when
the cry of the vulnerable is heeded and
those who are wronged are heard.'

Dorff gets down to /czcfe/I.a straight

a.5)
Few who hold true to the profound
social conscience of prophetic Judaism
could fail to be moved by these words
or to concur with them.
A:s To Heal a Fractured World tdk!es
its course, Sacks considers many
different aspects of what he considers
the divine imperative of fz.fakef# o/cr77!,

and as might be expected he does so in
a way which draws on his vast

Whereas Sacks takes an overview
away, clearly intending his book to be
a blueprint for those who may wish to
perform acts of fz.4ikefj2 o/c!7" for the

first time, or to do more, in greater
depth and supported by more
background knowledge. In his
introduction Dorff notes that an
overwhelming percentage of American
Jews view /I.kihaf72 o/cr", manifested as a

commitment to social equality, as a
core tenet of Judaism. But he
juxtaposes this with the information
that for many this view is based on a
Jewish identity whose religious
dimension is at best slight. Dorff's
impetus therefore is not only to teach
better fz.fakef7j o/cr", but also to show

how rooted it is in the core beliefs of
Judaism and thus to inspire greater
study of and commitment to those
beliefs. This is a laudable as well as
necessary objective.
Dorff further acknowledges, in a
way that Sacks either camot or will

not, that for many modem Jews there
is no longer any divine imperative to
fz.4fr#7z a/crj73 and that it must justify

itself wholly on its own merits.
Unlike Sacks, whose scholarly style
continued on next page
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is, as always, somewhat overly
conscious, Dorff lets the material speak
tor itsct£. As sock The Wky into Tikkun
O/c}m
provides
an
excellent,
approachable work for study groups,
social action committees, youth groups
and others in a way that ro Hecr/ c7
Fractured World does rJot.
What is disappointing about both
worksisnotwhattheycontainbutwhat
they lack.
Sacks has chosen to write a book on
fz.*kz/7? o/a7" but has focused almost

exclusively on the way in which this
manifests itself in inter-human
relations. Perhaps this might be
expected from an Orthodox rabbi
whose anthropocentricism and Judaeocentrism go with the territory. After
all, the prophets were concerned
overall with decent standards in human
society so why should their heirs not
do the same? So if you look in the
index for such entries as global
warming, conservation, animal welfare,
extinction, habitat depredation, and
pollution you will be disappointed.
There is a reference to some of them
on pages 7 and 8, in the context of
work by the philosopher Hans Jonas
and the heroic James Lovelock, but
that is as far as it goes. The author's
`Bushite' unwillingness -for whatever
reason - to develop these themes, while
predictable, is deeply disappointing
and undermining of the book's value
overall.
This is not a view dictated simply by
my own overwhelming prejudice
towards these things in the context of
Zz.kfazt7€

o/cr772, but arises

as much

because without these areas being
addressed with urgency, attention, and
a sense of a divine as well as practical
imperative, the effect on the planet may
be so catastrophic as to render the interhurr\a,n a,spects of tikkun olam
physically impossible.

To be fair to Sacks, Dorff s book
also makes no real mention of these
things either but in his case there is a
very legitimate justification for his
concentration on other dimensions of
/I.4:ke!;9 o/czm: another book in the `Way

lato'

series,

Judaism

and

Comparing these two
books is, in many
ways, invidious
because although
they are ostensibly
about the same
subject, they come at
it f rom very dif ferent
starting powhs ,
address largely
dif ferehi readerships
and set out to achieve
very dif ferehi

of Rabbi Sacks, and is much more
relevant to the lives of the majority of
non-Orthodox Jews, there can be little
doubt that one must say of both - ey/#
va-eylu div-rey elohin cha-yyim these and these are both the words of
the Living God.
The simple truth, which every
thinking person must acknowledge, is
that we do indeed live in a very
fractured world, and an increasingly
dangerous one, where the need for
fz.frfrzf# o/crm, in any dimension or

manifestation that may be attributed to
it, is so glaring that it needs no
justification. In this context any work
which touches chords in us that inspire
a practical and activist response are to
be welcomed, and Rabbis Sacks and
Dorffshouldbeacknowledgedfortheir
contribution to this vital area of Jewish
tradition and the raising of its profile

ever higher .
RABBI DR CHARLES H MIDDLEBURGH

outcomes.

teciches at the Leo Baeck College and serves
Progressive Congregations in Cardiff and
Dublin.

QUEEN ANNH'S BOUNTY
is no more, for this fund established by Queen Anne in 1704
for the relief of the poorer clergy of the Church of England
was merged with the Ecclesiastical Commission in 1948 to
form the Church Commissioners. But the street which

proudly bears her name lives on, vigorously.
There are accountants, architects, solicitors, and surveyors all
practising their professions, all anxious to serve their clients
and to maintain the high standards which have come to be
associated with this well-preserved, dignified part of
Georgian London. We have practised here since 1951,
offering clients business management, investment guidance
and specialised tax advice, in addition to the more
conventional accounting and auditing services.
As the years go by the scope of our work widens, and the
calls for our professional help increase, reflecting the fiscal
and commercial complexities of the times: but the results
remain mutually rewarding.

the

E7¢vz.ro79j77e7!/, will address just these

concerns.
Comparing these two books is, in

many ways, invidious because,
although they are ostensibly about the
same subject, they come at it from very
different starting points, address
largely different readerships and set out
to achieve very different outcomes.
While the material in Rabbi Dorfps
book recommends itself much more to
me on a practical level than does that
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In the last issue OfMAENNAL (No. 91 Spring 2006), we

published an article by the distinguished novdist Lyrme
Reid Banks which described her visit to the West Bank in
November 2005. We inSited a number Of sign:rfecant
figures to conuneut on the article.

willingness by Israel to take the chance
and proceed with the peace process.
Israel must be sure to listen to the voices
making themselves heard in the article,
to better intemalize the burdens and
pain of our Palestinian brothers.
Many years ago, in my position as
Director of the Israel Religious Action
Center, I initiated the hanging of large

posters at our synagogues that quoted
from Malachi 2:
`Have we not all one father? Has not

PLICHT OF THE
FALESTINIANS

one God created us?' while in the body
of the poster was written our
perception that preserving the life and
honor of the individual, the non-Jew,
the Palestinian, is a mitzvah amongst

Jewish mitzvoth I

TRAGEDY
TWO SIDES

Daleep Mukharjee
Uri Regev

Director of Christian Aid

President, World Union for
Progressive Judaism
o witnessing first-hand the
ituation
for people
living in
N)THING
QUITE
CONIARES

and no small amount of pain that I
IT WAS
read the
VITH
article
GREAT
describing
INTEREST
Lyme
Reid Banks' experiences in Tulkarem.
Who can help but identify with the
suffering of parents and children, the
elderly and the young, women and men
so vividly and sympathetically pictured
in the article? When I first picked up
my issue of A4:4MVA I, as is my habit,

glanced through the article, reading the
headlines and outlines. I was drawn to
a poem by the author's host, Karen,
which appears near the end of the
article. I read this flrst, before knowing
what was written in the article itself and
felt a strong empathy with the emotions
expressed in the poem. I was as yet
unaware about whom Karen was
writing. I read these lines and thought
maybe this was about the children and
families in Shderot who suffer from the
relentless rounds of Kassam missiles
fired daily, who are deeply frustrated
by their voices not being heard or the
lack of responses to their plight. About
the paralyzing fear, the interruptions of
their lives with no warning, about the
victims and destruction. Then I read the
article and understood that Karen was
not writing or thinking about the
residents of Shderot and wondered to
what extent Lyrme Banks was thinking
of them, as a former Israeli and
kibbutznikit and the author of the
article. Maybe for her, the burdens of
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the residents of Shderot or the victims
of terrorist acts that have struck so many
times in Israel's cities, are known,
familiar and don't need to be related
anymore. After reading the article, I fear
my feeling that any description that
does not paint a broad and complete
picture of both sides of the issue, is
doing a disservice. In the end, the
solution to the crisis in the Middle East,
to the Israeli-Palestinian conflict will
only be found if ways can be found to
better understand the hardships, needs,
fears and hopes on both sides. If ways
cannot be found to rise above the
rhetoric, the immediate crisis and see
the other side, not as if they will
disappear from the scene but as flesh
and blood, like us, a product of creation,
God's children, to see them as our
partners in our new relationship and to
see together that a new and common
understanding is what is required stories of suffering like those Lynne
describes and about the residents of
Shderot will be with us for a long time.
The Palestinians must find ways to
educate for peace, to replace the school
systems and texts that still deny
altogether the existence of the State of
Israel, to deal with the phenomenon of
suicide and the denial of Israel's right
to exist as a Jewish state; they must
overcome the internal as well as the
external terrorism. These steps are
necessary to build trust and the

Israel and the Occupied Palestinian
Territories. You can read descriptions,
meet people from the region, see
photographs, and listen to news reports.
Nothing is as visceral as being shunted
through a checkpoint turnstile, standing
in the remains of an olive grove cut
down by the Israel Defence Force, or
sitting with bereaved Israeli parents in
their home. Experiencing the palpable
fear and anger that exists on both sides
is crucial if we are to understand the
conflict. That conflict is above all a
human tragedy.
This is why Lynne Reid Banks'
unswervingly honest account of her
time in the West Bank is so important.
It reiterated for me exactly why
Christian Aid, in the context of its
humanitarian concern, works in the
Middle East - providing vital services
such as healthcare and education
through its Israeli and Palestinian

partner organisations.
But Christian Aid's commitment to
eradicating poverty cannot stop at the
provision of humanitarian aid. We als-o
need to understand the causes of
poverty and our analysis has shown
that it is Israel's occupation of the
Palestinian Territories that is a major
contributor to high unemployment,
rising dependency on food aid, and
lack of adequate healthcare. Operating
under occupation has also limited the
effectiveness of the Palestinian
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Authority (PA). Furthermore, the PA' s
lack of accountability and reported
high levels of cormption have greatly
hindered progress in the fight against
poverty.
In light of this fact it is not enough
for us to provide aid, we need to work
on creative solutions, seeking to build
peace, encourage reconciliation and
work toward a just solution. This is
why Christian Aid works with Parents '
Circle, a network of over five hundred
bereaved Israeli and Palestinian
families who have lost a family
member to the conflict. Through public
meetings, talks in high schools and
events, Parents' Circle are aiming
towards mutual understanding. One of
the Circle's members is fifty-six year
old Rami Elhanan, whose fourteen year
old daughter Smadar was killed in 1997
in a suicide bombing in Jerusalem. `We
the members of Parents' Circle have
the most powerful power in our hands
-the power of pain,' said Rami. `You
can use that power to create more pain,
or to create hope. By dialogue and
reconciliation, I, together with my
Palestinian friends, will bang our head
against this wall until we put cracks in
it. And one day it will fall.'
Rami was speaking of the separation

baITier which Israel is building through
the West Bank. While Israelis have an
unquestioned right to be free from the
threat of attack and for their children to
travel to school free from fear, the
route of the barrier through the West
Bank causes enormous suffering to the
Palestinians - cutting through fertile
farmland, dividing communities from
each other and denying access to clinics and schools. Christian Aid believes
that Israel has the right to protect its
citizens from violence and condemns
all acts of terror against civilians. We
also believe that Palestinians have a
right to live in dignity and peace.
But this is not the only wall Rami

was referring to - mental bariers can
be harder to break down. `If someone
is angry enough, no wall on earth will
stop him. You have to eliminate the
reasons for the anger,' he explained.
`If the occupation continues, the wall

will not help because when you push
someone into a comer, they will bite
back.,
In such a polarised climate dialogue
and empathy are one of the strongest
tools to securing the necessary political
solution within the framework of
international law.
`Our blood is the same colour [as

that of Palestinians] and our tears are
just as bitter,' says Rami. `If we who
have paid the highest price possible [of
losing a child] can still talk to one
another, then anyone can.'
It is this voice of hope that inspires
both me and Christian Aid to continue
to work towards a peace solution that
will deliver real justice and security for

both peoples .

RESPONSIBILITY

Dan Shaham
London Embassy of Israel

A::bbT:#tf%::i::e:hfo::r£:±
easy for me to go through Lyme Reid
Banks' article with a fine toothcomb
and point out her many factual errors,
inconsistencies
and
biased
misconceptions. But in doing so, what
would I achieve? Merely refuting an
overwhelmingly one-sided piece does
little but buttress the agenda of conflict.
Similarly, I could submit to A44N7VA an
continued on next page
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emotivepieceaboutyoungprofessional
friends of mine who went from a
comfortable life in Tel Aviv to basic
poverty due td the economic downturn
caused by the latest Intifada. Indeed for
every example Reid Banks' provides of
Palestinian privation and suffering, I
could more than equal her. Yes the
Palestinians have suffered, but as an
Israeli herself, the writer is more than
aware that so have Israelis.
But I choose not to try and compete
over who suffers more. Such a
monochromatic narrative does nothing
but reduce the two parties to either
victims or perpetrators. There is no
more effective way of remaining a
victim than be constantly told you are
one - there is no more desperate state
than this. And many peace activists,
made practically into advocates of the
Palestinian narrative, enforce this
notion of Palestinian victimhood.
Wallowing in this misconceived
notion, which in turn is used to justify
launching terror attacks on Israel, will
only ensure a bleak and fruitless future.
Israel has no interest in such an
outlook, for this only inflicts more
insecurity and suffering on both sides.
In reality, we as individuals must
take responsibility for our actions, and
governments and peoples must do the
same. The fact is the Palestinians are
responsible for their own actions, and
that clearly includes the Hamas
government they chose to represent
them. Hamas represents a path which
is to the detriment not only of my
friends in Tel Aviv, but the writer's

resolution of the Israel-Palestinian
conflict. Oz famously compared the
nature of the future resolution as being
either that of a Shakespearean ending,

For there to be a
peaceful end to the
cycle Of violence

with a two-state
solution, there has
to be an
acknowledgement Of
wrongs committed
by both sides and an
agreement reached
that balances

Palestihian national
aspirations with
Israel's security
requirements.

friends in Tulkarem - and the
Palestinians have no one to blame but
themselves for this poor choice of
leadership. Israel has also voted
recently and has chosen a government
which is committed to finding a
solution that will bring about two
democratic states living side by side.
Now the Palestinians must also prove
they can be masters of their own
destiny and follow a path to peace not
of victimhood and bloodshed .

BALANCE

Heny Grunwald QC
President, Board of
Deputies of British Jews
Banks' account of her visit to

HAVING
the Palestinian
READ LYNNE
territories,
REID
I am
reminded of a metaphor given by the
Israeli novelist Amos Oz for the final
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where every wrong is righted yet the
characters are all dead at the end, or that
of a Chekhovian ending, where not
every committed fault is righted yet the
characters live on and move on.
Extrap olating this literary metaphor into
real life - for there to be a peaceful end
to the cycle of violence with a two-state
solution, there has to be an
acknowledgement of wrongs committed
by both sides and an agreement reached
that balances Palestinian national
aspirations with Israel's security
requirements. Hence, an overall
balance must be reached.
Balance is important when it comes
to the Israeli-Palestinian conflict in
terms of presenting both sides of the
argument and understanding that
behind every effect and observation
there is a cause or a reason. It is this
delicate point that Lynne Reid Banks
sadly fails to appreciate when she
makes her bold observation that Israeli
children are not allowed into the
Palestinian territories to prevent them

from seeing what `their occupation
really looks like'. Lynne should know,
as should anyone who has ever lived in
Israel, that, if this is the case, it has
much to do with the inability of the
Palestinian Authority to guarantee the
security of any Israeli citizen who goes
into areas under its control. In turn the
lack of an effective security
arrangement has a two-fold impact on
Israeli defence strategy vis-a-vis the
West Bank-both of which Lynne is so
quick to decry. Firstly, it has resulted
in a need for a large Israeli military
presence in the West Bank to stop
terrorist sniper fire and prevent suicide
bombers entering Israel to kill and
maim imocent people. Secondly, it has
resulted in the need for a security
barrier which is intended as a further
guard against attacks from Palestinian

areas and not as a means of tuning the
West Bank into `a big jail' as is
disgracefully suggested. Where it is in

place, and there have been over ninety
separate appeals brought before the
Israel Supreme Court by Palestinians
which have resulted in barrier route
alterations, the security fence has
reduced the number of attacks by 90
per cent. For more details on Israel
Supreme Court rulings in relation to
the security barrier, please refer to
Judgements of the Israel Supreme
Court: Fighting Terrorism within the
Law, available on the Internet from
www.mfa.gov.il or www.court.gov.il.
Likewise, at no time has the Israeli
Government said that the barrier was a
permanent structure and has always
stressed its temporary nature and its
future dismantlement as part of the
final status negotiations.
Perhaps by far the most telling
observation of all is when she points
out that the `seven years of peace
between the two intifadas were the best
years for Jaser's business'. In the not
so distant past of the inter-intifada
years, when both sides were actively
trying to sort out their differences and
move on, many Israelis and also those
of us from the Diaspora were able to
travel to, and have fond memories of
wonderful visits and meals taken in the
West Bank. Trade was healthy and,
contrary to suggestions made in the
article, was flowing two ways. This is
the future for all in the region to which
to aspire. It is what they should want
for themselves and for their families. It
can only be attained through patience,
dialogue and compromise. Moving on
from painful experiences and
achieving a balanced Chekhovian
outcome is not helped by bias, either

verbal or written .
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COPING WITH JVIY CHRISTIAN PAST
Cheshire village dominated by
IGREW
the local
UPparish
IN church
A SMALL
and the
Women's Institute. Looking back, it was
a very different world to the one we
inhabit today. There were no ethnic
minorities of any sort, not even
southerners. Certainly no Jews. I
attended the village church pretty much
every week, and was duly confirmed
into the Church of England at the age
of thirteen. The church played an
important and generally positive role in
my childhood. But from 1988, when I
first became interested in Judaism, I was
mostly in denial of this influence. I
realise now that this was for a number
of reasons.
In the early stages, it was because I

felt my partner - later my husband was extremely uncomfortable with the
idea of me as a former regular church
attendee. To put this in a proper
context, I should explain that my
husband is the product of an open,
liberal and tolerant Jewish family,
which warmly embraced me as the
person I was before the issue of
conversion was ever raised. And yet,
despite coming from an enlightened
background, I do recall he was
particularly uneasy to hear I had beeh
confirmed. He seemed to equate this
with a particularly fervent evangelical
Christian upbringing, the thought of
which clearly troubled him. I could not
quite understand why this should be
so. Although I had not met many Jews,
and had not really started my extensive
reading journey about Judaism, I
appreciated at some level that Jewish
history could give rise to some sort of
sensitivity to Christianity. This
realisation was but the start of a gradual
and extraordinarily lengthy process on
my part to understand the `Jewish
perspective'.

But I also began to be cautious about
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Gillian Holding
my background when, having done
masses of reading and thinking, I made
the momentous decision to convert.
My partner' s family was delighted, and
recommended I see a rabbi whom they
knew, and had heard was welcoming
to converts. He was ULPS, as opposed
to their own RSGB rabbi, who was
new to their shul, and whom they had
not really got to know. In fact,
ultimately the whole family left the
RSGB shul, and joined the ULPS one,
which demonstrates just how
supportive they were of my decision.
I duly went to see the rabbi, knowing
it was important to convince him I had
thought through this important
decision, and aware in particular that I
needed to make him understand that,
whilst interest in Judaism may have
been triggered by meeting my future
husband, I was converting for me. As I
sat there and explained it all to him, I
grew slightly uncomfortable. He
looked terribly serious, and did not
exactly smile with delight at my
announcement. I thought he must be
unconvinced by my reasoning, and I
felt perhaps I had not come across as
sincere enough. Nonetheless, he agreed
to take me on. Once accepted, and
having got to know him better, I
realised he was indeed a very warmhearted and welcoming person. But I
also discovered over the years that my
experience at this stage was the norm.
Even the nicest rabbis do not throw
their hands up with delight at the sight
of a sincere proselyte. I rationalised it
at the time by telling myself that
conversion, like marriage, is not to be
lightly undertaken. But the normal
reaction to an announcement of
nuptials is a shriek of joy... and the

proselyte from a Christian background
is coming from a direction where
converts to Christianity are welcomed
with outstretched arms.
I think the result of this initial
contact with `organisational' Judaism
was to make me try and demonstrate
commitment and seriousness by downplaying even further my Church of
England heritage.
One starts a conversion process
believing it is a religious process. It is,
but that is only the start. Religious

conversion for me was straightforward.
I had never believed in the divinity of
Jesus, and Judaism offered me a
relationship with God that was much
more rational, sensible and liveable.
But `cultural' conversion or assimilation is a whole different ballgame. It
takes much longer than a year, hampered often by a lack of realisation that
it is desirable, and by the desire to
cover up ignorance, lest someone
should discover the convert's status.
My conversion course was an absorbing intellectual journey, but I had no
idea then just how long it would take to
become part of the wider Jewish community.
In fact, it was only as I began to
think more deeply about these issues
when writing this that I suddenly
realised that the orthodox process,
which I had previously thought was
ridiculously over-demanding, and
indicative perhaps of a desire to
preserve the exclusivity of the `club'
by setting insurmountable barriers,
actually goes some way to meeting this
`peoplehood'/`cultural' aspect by
requiring the proselyte to live within
an observant household.
But cultural assimilation is not just
about observation of ritual in practice
- that is actually relatively
straightforward. The main challenge is
to acquire a Jewish mindset. For a start,
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one has to lean to understand Jewish
reaction to comments and events. To
fit in, the newcomer needs to develop
certain sensitivities - anti-Semitism
radar; love of Israel; aversion to
crucifixes, no phone calls on Shabbat and lose other sensitivities - as a Jew,
it is now okay to laugh at Jewish jokes
told by Jews; to Jew-spot in the manner
of the JC; and to make phone calls on a
Sunday.
The downside to acquiring a Jewish
viewpoint is that, a worst case scenario,
one can fall into a trap of acquiring
anti-Christian/anti-gentile prejudices,
and buying in. to a view of the general
superiority of all things Jewish. You
might well ask why such prejudices
are not forcefully challenged by
converts, who of course do know that
not all Christians wish forcibly to
convert Jews, that not every non-Jew

has a drink problem, and that there are
non-Jewish mothers who stuff their
families with food at every
opportunity, and dispense medicine at
the first sniff. I think the reluctance to
challenge or contradict misconceptions

or preconceptions about Christianity,
in my case at least, came from (i) my
recognition
of
the
almost
overwhelming burden of the Jewish
experience, of Jewish suffering and
Jewish history, and thus a desire not to
further offend, combined with (ii) a
desire not to be seen as over-sensitive.
After all, how could my sensitivity or
`suffering' ever begin to equal that of
the Jewish people? But thirdly also for
the more cowardly reason of wanting
to be accepted into the `club'.
Challenging Jewish prejudices was
not helped by the fact that the more
reading I did, the more appalled I
became by the church's history vis-avis the Jews. The things it had actively
done, as much as what it failed to do. I
read a lot about Jesus the man, and felt
quite angry at times that we had never
been taught he was Jewish. I can not
honestly say anyone actually said he
was Christian. But the matter was left
conveniently unclear, and once you
have seen pictures of his baptism by
John the Baptist, it is a pretty
reasonable assumption for a young

child to make, and not even sufficiently
worthy of comment such as to give an
adult a chance to correct the error.
By the time I had done all my
reading, and flnished my conversion
course, I am ashamed to say I was
feeling pretty anti-Christian. The net
result was that for a period, even I did
not really want to recognise my
background. I do not think this came in
any way from my conversion course.
My rabbi was very open and tolerant,
and spoke with great affection and
nostalgia about a Christmas he enjoyed
as a child with a non-Jewish family.
This was helpful, because I realised I
did not have completely to bury
nostalgic memories within the
framework of my conversion.
Conversely, my mother-in-law, when I
was telling her about this article, recalls
feeling hugely uncomfortable at my
conversion `ceremony', when I was
asked
if I renounced Jesus.
Interestingly, I have absolutely no
recollection of this, sol it can not have
affected me greatly. But I did wonder
continued on next page

Gillian ' s hasband and f ;our children
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about how this must have sounded to
my immediate family and relatives
who were present. Might they have
heard echoes in this of the vows a nun
makes on entering a convent, which
also entails renunciation of active life
within a family? But it may have
further reinforced my subsequent
belief that I should never refer to my
past.
I realise with hindsight that the
uncomfortable relationship I had
developed with regard to Christianity
was provoked in some sense by the
fact I was now assuming some shared

guilt for two millennia of church antiSemitism. A further problem was that
in the early years, it was, and in fact
remains, quite difficult for me to talk
about this with my family. Not only
did I refrain from open criticism of
Christianity' s history of dealings with
Jews - I did try gently to explain as
much as I could what had been done in
the name of Christianity - but I didn't
want them to think I was alienated or
abandoning my upbringing and
associated values as a result of
conversion. I also felt I should continue
joining in family Christmases. But this
made me feel guilty towards Judaism. I
would never at one time have felt able
to freely admit to the Jewish
community at large how I spent the last
week of December.
Immediately after my conversion, I
moved up to the North, and we joined
an RSGB community. I now gradually
became aware of the frankly alarming
range of prejudices expressed within
the local Jewish community. First,
there was a chasm between Reform
and Orthodox Judaism. But even more
alarmingly, I heard disparaging views
expressed about Liberal Jews - `pretty
much Christian' `all the service is in
English'. I now had a double whammy
to deal with, keeping quiet about my
ULPS conversion in some quarters
became as much of a deal as keeping
quiet about the Church of England. I
had seen how my husband had
pemanent radar for anti-Semitism. I
was starting to develop my own radar,
but in addition to anti-Semitic
comments, I could also tune in to antiprogressive and anti-liberal. And I
think I felt that in this ridiculous
squabble about authenticity, the last
thing I needed was to draw attention to
my C of E background.
I was aware that no-one was meant
to refer to my prior status. I also
understood this was supposed to
facilitate my integration within the
community. But somehow, the
combined effects of all I have talked
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up to the North, and
we joined an RSGB
community. I now

gradually became
aware Of the franldy
alarming range Of
prejudices expressed
within the local
Jewish community.
First, there was a
chasm between
Reform and Orthodox
Judaism. But even
more alarmingly, I

heard disparaging
views expressed

about hiberal Jews `prerty much

Christian' `all the
service is in English'.
I now had a double
whammy to deal with,
keeping quiet about
my ULPS conwersion
in some quarters
became as much Of a
deal as keeping quiet
about the Church Of
England.

#i#iri##¥*:;I
mother and sister at a potentially
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difficult emotional time of year. This
may well include attendance at
midnight mass - who else should my
mother go with?
Suggestions such as saying `we do
things differently, and do not feel able
to share Christmas dinner with you,
but do come over to us instead and
have some chicken soup' simply make
the convert feel inadequate and guilty,
and are not conducive to sfecz/o77€ bctyz.f,

let alone inter faith understanding.
After all, a convert has experienced
years of seeing Christmas as
benevolent and joyous, and their family
can not now understand what could
possibly be objectionable about it.
I felt I always had sound ethical
reasons for supporting my fainily at
Christmas, but I now acknowledge
nostalgia also plays a part. Does
`renunciation of Jesus' demand
renunciation of indulging in nostalgic
memories? It is only in recent years
that I have had the courage of my
convictions to be open about my multifaith family environment, since my
self-identity as a Jew is now secure, as
is that of all my children. They see
being Jewish as the best thing in the
world. But they adore their Christmas
break with their Christian relatives.
They understand quite clearly the
difference between their own true
religious celebration, and participating
and supporting their gran in hers. In
essence, they have no fear of
Christianity, and neither have I or my
husband. We do not fear that exposure
to a Christmas tree will draw them
away from Judaism. On the contrary,
they know more about Christianity and
its festivals than most of their
`Christian' friends, and each of them if

converts; but are rarely raised in a
wider forum. It is a bit like kashrut
observance; people are worried that
they will be seen as less Jewish, or not
really committed, if their practical
observance - or avoidance - is not 100
per cent.
The Jew I am today is a product of
three decades of gentile and Church of
England influence. I am the person I
am today because of my gentile family
and my church upbringing, not because
of my Judaism. Judaism has opened up
a wonderful world to me, and I am
proud to be Jewish. But I am finally
also proud of my gentile heritage. I
should not have to feel I must keep it
hidden, or that it is of no real value
when compared with a Jewish
upbringing.
My son recently participated in the
magnificent Shorashim project. Like a
number of other participants, he was
under a clear impression that he was
not to follow his gentile roots - yet
another example of subliminal
prejudice. He nonetheless went ahead
and explored both sides. As I looked at
his row of great-great grandparents, I
pondered the incongruity of Kathleen
MCLaughlin, an Irish Catholic, and
Abraham Goldstein, a Berlin Jew, both

born in the 1880s, brought together
through my son. I am sure if they were
here today, they would be equally
proud of their great-grandson; I would
like him to be equally proud of his
multi-faith heritage whilst faithful to
his Judaism.
How does one move forward on
this? The removal of the taboo, as I
perceive it, is oversimplification. The
taboo serves to protect the convert, but
from what? It actually serves to protect
from prejudice. The issue for
progressive Judaism is to find ways of
removing the underlying prejudice so
that there is no need for the protection
of the taboo.
Interfaith dialogue is currently high
on the agenda for many people. I feel
there is a greater opportunity than there
has ever been for Jews to learn about
Christianity alongside other faiths, and
to begin to understand that the past
religious experience of converts is not
to be feared, or ignored, or belittled. It
is to be acknowledged, accepted and
valued as part of what makes us who

we are today .
GILLIAN HOLDING prat/I.ces crs' cr# ar/I.sf I.#
Leeds where she lives with her hasband and
four children. She is the education director at
Sinai Synagogue.

asked will declare firmly that `being
Jewish is so much more fun'. Which,
for them, it is.
My family have over the last fifteen
years participated and shared in
countless Jewish festivals
and
occasions. My nephews possess frzzapoJ

for their visits to shul, which they
proudly have shown their teachers, and
know the songs we sing on Friday night
as well as mine do. But then to my
horror I read in the JC a few months
back a response by Rabbi Brawer in
the `ask the rabbi' column that Jews
cannot offer hospitality to non-Jews on
Shabbat, because the permitted
necessary work does not include
working to feed and look after nonJews. What hope there for interfaith
understanding?
It has not been easy for me to be
open with these thoughts. Such matters
may be discussed openly between
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interaction with the wholeness of
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ESSAY

HOW T0 WALK
WITH GOD
Mark Goldsmith
ABBI IIAMA SON OF RABBI
Hanina questioned how we
could be told in Deuteroriomy
13 :5 `You shall walk after your Eternal
God'wheninDeuteronomy4:24weare
waned that `Your Etemal God is a
consuming fire.' Surely to waHc after
God would be to put yourself in grave
danger. Rabbi Hama resolved the
problem in Babylonian Talmud Sotah
14a by explaining that his view of
walking after God was not about the
pyrotechnics of a transcendental
spiritual experience. He understood
wal]dng after God as the Jewish way of
trying to emulate God's attributes in
one's oun life.
As Jonathan Sacks notes in his
rec,e;hi book To Heal a Fractured

R

Wro7.Jd, Judaism has tended to pass on

the principles by which we live more
effectively and meaningfully by story

and narrative than by systematic
presentation a.11). Rabbi Hamason of
Rabbi Hanina did just this when he
explained what he meant by emulating
God's attributes. h Genesis 3:21 `The
Eternal God made for Adam and for
his wife coats of skin, and clothed
them.' So therefore we Jews and
indeed any person who aims to walk
after God must also take responsibility
for clothing the naked. When, we can
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assume, Abraham was recovering from
his geriatric circumcision `The Eternal
appeared to him by the oaks ofMamre'
(Genesis 18:1). God was visiting his

sick ffiend, therefore we too have a
responsibility to visit the sick. God
comforted Isaac when he was

mourning his father as it says in
Genesis 25:11 `after the death of
Abraham, God blessed his son Isaac'.
Thus we are responsible for taking the

time and making the effort to comfch
those who are themselves in mourning.
Our responsibility towards each other
extends to the grave in emulation of
God. As `God buried him Ovloses) in

the valley' so do we take care of each
other after death by arranging and
attending funerals. h each of these
stories the process is the same. God
becomes aware of a human need. God
acts in a way which aids in the
fulfilment of that need. Rabbi Hama
son of Rabbi Hanina suggested that
for us to walk after God is to do
likewise. Each of the needs portrayed
in this passage is very direct and
individual. God acts, so to speak,
person to person.
In 21St century Britain we are
challenged by two contrasting features
of personal responsibility. On the one
hand it is possible to live with little

others. Supermarkets, trains and buses
in Britain are remarkably quiet places
incontrasttothosefoundindeveloping
countries. We give each other such a
wide private space that it can be
difficult to see the needs of those who
live close to us. On the other hand,
when a disaster occurs on the other
side of the world our technologically
advanced news media bring an
awareness of the extent of the human
needs that result right into our living
rooms within minutes of the events
unfolding. In recent years we saw the
bombing of the World Trade Centre in
New York, the Tsunami in the hdian
Ocean and the effect of Hurricane
Katrina in New Orleans almost at the
same moment that these disasters
occurred, wherever in the industrially
developed world we might have been
at the tine. Not many years ago the
news would have reached us. However
it would have been days later and
without the immediacy of television
pictures and constantly updated reports
from the scene of the disaster. Our
changed circumstances require a
different response to that of the past.
Rebecca Alpert, in her essay
Another Perspective on Theological

Directions for the Jewish Future
(p.494 of Contemporary Jewish
Z7zeoJogy) , writes that theology in this

century should be grounded in justice
and human inter-relatedness. Judaism
has met the challenges of modemity
and survived in plural ways, ranging
from the rejectionist attitude of the
ultra-orthodox to the harmonising
orientation of progressive Judaism.
Nazi genocide did not succeed in
removing Judaism from the world. The
circumstances in which Jews, at least
in Europe and North America, find
themselves mean that survival and
assimilation, whilst still challenges to
the continuation of Judaism, are not
the key issues that they once were. It is
now the content of Judaism, meaning
the effect that its existence has on the
world, that is key. We will survive, and
being a Jew will remain a matter of
pride the more Judaism makes a
contribution to the world in our own
time. Its historical contribution is not
enough to keep Jews being Jews. The
second prophet Isaiah (49:6) says that
`it is too small a task you should be my
servant to raise up the tribes of Jacob,
and to restore the preserved of Israel; I
will also give you for a light to the
nations, that My salvation may be to
the end of the earth.' Now that we
become aware of the other end of the
earfu every time we watch television

news or send an e-mail to a friend
thousands of miles away - we need to
ensure that our current understanding
of walking with God includes what we
now know.
The Jewish imperative to social
action is based on other factors as well
as emulation of the attributes we
understand in the Jewish idea of God
as exemplified by Rabbi Hama's
narrative. Elliott Dorff in his recent
bock The Way info ltkkun Olam sds
out principles which should motivate
us, in a discussion on why Jews should
be concerned about issues of poverty
®p.111-116). We win consider each

in ton.

Our concept of Jewish duty or
mitzvah clearly cormects us with those
who are needy. h Deuteronomy 15:7
we are to open our hands and not to
harden our heart against our needy
brother. Tzecfekefe is a clear cut Jewish
duty demanded of all of us and which
we pass on to our children. God in
Judaism is conceptualised as the owner
of the world. Just as we credit an artist
with the presumed ownership of the
richts to the piece that he or she has
created, so too we ascribe ownership
oftheworldtoouruniqueCreatorGod.
AsJohnRaynerwroteinhisP7~z.73czZ7/es'

a/Jen;i.s'fe Effez.as Judaism `teaches that
the world owes its existence to a single
creator who is a God of righteousness,
justice, love, compassion and
forgiveness.' This implies that God is
entitled to demand some reapportionment of the assets of the
world in order to relieve human misery
and we are required to respond. h the
most straightforward passage on the
Torah on this subject we are told to
leave a comer of our field for the poor
and the stranger to glean. In our
economic situation where land
ownership is no longer the issue this
implies that when wealth is acquired it
carries with it obligations. Jewish
values place humankind in a custodial

relationship with the wealth of the
world. Thus those who own the means
of generating wealth have a
responsibility to dedicate some of
their output to the needs of society at
large.
Jonathan Sacks writes of the move

in modemity from status to contract
(Fractured W;orld p.8). "o longer in
today's industrially developed
countries is a person's status and place
intheeconomicorsocialpeckingorder
fixed for life either by birth or by the
perception of status of their economic
group, although discrimination can
make these factors sadly relevant.
Rather each person finds themselves
2

Jews are in a
strange posidon f tor
a people mandated
to take action in the
world. Our numbers
are very small in
world terms. Milton
Hinmeof deb , the
American Jewish
Soctographer wrote
•that `The number Of

clothing. You must therefore love the
stranger; for you were strangers in the
land of Egypt.' Just as an effective
partnership between two people
includes their sharing values in
common and responding to the needs
of each other - so too the covenantal
relationship of the Jews with God asks
us to respond to God's needs and
values as far as we can discern them.
Dorff continues that we are required
to consider the dignity of every person.
This is even more apparent as we are
now able to travel the world with
relative ease and encounter people
from many cultural backgrounds.
Genesis begins by stating that
humankind is created in the image of
God (1 :26) and thus each person is due
equally dignified treatment. Rabbi
Yonah in Midrash Vayikea Rabbah
34:1 noted that Psalm 41:2 states
`Happy is the person who considers

Jews in the world is
smaller than a small
statistical error in
the Chinese census.
Yct we remain bigger
than our numbers.
Big things seem to
happen around us

the poor' and not `happy is the person
who gives to the poor.' He comments
that this inplies that we must consider
well how to help a poor person without
offending his dignity. Maimonides
degrees of charity Q4ishneh Torah,
Hilchot Matnot Anyiim 10:7-14)
places at the top of the ladder those
ways of relieving need which are most
directed to preserving the dignity of
the recipient - such as loans and

oand to us.'

himself subsists on }zedczfrcz% should

in a relationship with society based on
the work that they are prepared or able
to do and their relationships with
others. This new contractual set up
chimes well with the covenantal nature
of Judaism. Our covenant with God as
parfuers in the continuation of creation
implies that as partners we should
endeavourtodowhatourpartnerneeds
us to do. Our relationship as partners
with God is as expressed for example
in Deuteronomy 10: `It was to your
ancestors that the Etemal was drawn

out of love for them so that you, their
descendants were chosen from among
all peoples .... For your Eternal God is

God supreme, and Lord of lords, a
great God, mighty and awesome,
which favours no person, nor takes
bribes; He upholds the cause of the
orphan and widow, and loves the
stranger, providing hin with food and

anonymous giving. Human dignity
means that no person is excluded from
the right and duty to help others, even
those whose own circumstances are
difficult. Mar Zutra says in Talmud
Gittin 7b, `Even a poor man who
give tzedakah. '
Jewish concern for people worse off
than themselves is especially mandated
by the compassion which is asked of us
due to our foundation experiences as a
people. It is often repeated in the Toral

that we should act in a particularly
compassionate way towards others as
`we were once slaves in Egypt' and
`we know the heart of a slave'. The
classic Jewish way of life involves
being part of a community of others.
This has remained the case in a
remarkable plurality of settings whether orthodox and traditional, or
secular and radical. Wherever Jews
settle we create synagogues,
colnmunity centres, clubs, federations,
and home meetings. Even the loose
non-establishment set up of Limmud
has evolved a sense of community on
which many participants remark when
they have attended a number of these
gatherings. A feature of the formation
of Jewish community has always been
a sense of drty towards the poor or
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underprivileged and a setting where,
ideally, people reach out towards each
other when they become aware of each
others needs. This is codified
classically in Maimonides Matnot
Anyiim 9:12 which set out the
obligations of a person settling in a
Jewish community for any more than
thirty days to contribute to various
funds set up to help the poorest in the
community.
Finally Dorff considers that the
Jewish aspiration to holiness is
intimately linked to action to make the
conditionsunderwhichall1ivejustand
fair. Notably the Jewish aspiration to
holiness can be fulfilled by all and is
not reserved to a priestly or ascetic
elite. Our Synagogues classically use
the designation `Kehillah Kedoshah'
before their name, meaning holy
community, or rather `community
striving after hohiess'. Torah speaks
of the content of holiness including the
need to judge all people fairly, to pay
workers on time, to deal fairly in
business, to respect the needs of the

elderly - and all of this just in a few
verses ofLeviticus chapter 19. As John
FLayner notes (Signposts to the
A4lessz.cz7!z.c .4geJ the Yon Kippur

Viddui, the yeady formal confession,
`thesinthatwehavecommittedagainst
You', is far less concerned by our
failures of ritual performance than by
our failures to treat each other in the
just way demanded of us. We confess
to hardening our hearts, defying the
moral law, showing contempt,
testifying falsely, dishonesty in
business, groundless hatred, violence,
exploitation of the weak, financially or
otherwise.
Our theology guides us to see
ourselves as God's partners in the
ongoingworkofcreation.Ourmoming
Shacharit prayers acknowledge the
work of creation as renewed every day
in the }7o/zer prayer. We are cautioned
in the Talmud Sanhedrin 38a to
recognise that we were not the original
creators of the world. Every living
thing down to the gnat, in this passage,
was part of that creation and thus part
of the world which humans hold in
trust. Yet at the same time Talmud
Shabbat 10a tells us the continuing
sustaining creation of the world
requires our action, our right behaviour
in the here and now. Here we are told,
basedonanintelpretationofanepisode
in the life of Moses, that every judge
who judges with complete fairness for
even an hour, it is as if he is partiier in
the work of creation - as his fairness
helps to make the world for that
moment closer to God's vision for it.
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The image of a broken world is
prevalent in today's Jewish writing on
moral action. Images such as the
fractured world, battered and weary
world, world needing repair, are used
to remind us of our task as God's
partners in creation. Our world
awareness, so much wider and more
immediate than that of previous
generations due to the availability of
international media and travel, means
that we are forced to be aware that at
any and every tine some part of the
world is indeed broken. This is true on
the level of the state of humanity, the
state of the natural environment and
the dire and difficult prognostications
of the future expected if insufficient
action is taken.
Jews are in a strange position for a
people mandated to take action in the
world. Our numbers are very small in
world terms. Milton Ihi]rmelfarb, the
American Jewish Sociographer who
died early in 2006, wrote in
commentary in 1967 that `The number
of Jews in the world is smaller than a
small statistical error in the Chinese
census. Yet we remain bigger than our
numbers. Big things seem to happen
around us and to us.' Even so the
Jewish mandate to action demands that
we do challenge ourselves to make big
things happen for the improvement of
the world.
American Reform Judaism has
placed social action at the top of its
Movement programme for several
decades , often describing it using the
phraseincommonuseinthiswaysince
the 1960s, Tikkun Olam, literally
Repair of the World. The Religious
Action Centre in Washington D.C. was
founded in 1961 to ensure that the
programme is carried out at national
level. Details of many of its
programmes can be found at
www.rac.org. So too the Israel
Movement for Progressive Judaism
founded its Israel Religious Action
Centrein1987whichworkstopromote
social justice and pluralism in Israel.
Its activities are recorded at
www.irac.org. David Saperstein,
DirectoroftheReligiousActionCentie
and Albert Vorspan, past Director of
the Commission on Social Action of
Reform Judaism, wrote in Jewz.s'fe
DimensionsofsocialJusticethat`tkene
is a Jewish mandate to care, to study
the issues, to be engaged in the work of
the community and to undertake that
social action that will help to heal this
battered and weary world. There is a
recognition that it is a sin - no less than

Elliott Dorff, in the closing chapter
of his book on Tikkun Olam sets out
his vision of what a Jewish ideal world
would consist of. He states these ideas
inrecognitionthatJudaismhasaplural
response to the mandate to fix the
world and they are based on the
concerns that he has articulated earlier
in the book:
`InanidealJewishworldpeoplewill

talk to each other with respect and
avoid all forms of defamation and
gossip. They will help others lean how
to make a living and aid the poor
directly in the meantime. They will
take steps to stop the taking of captives
and redeem those who have been
kidnapped and will provide the means
for all people and societies to prevent
disease wherever possible, cure them
when they occur, attend the sick

The emplayment
prachces Of a
business should be

just cnd, fair to their
workers. The text in
Leviticus 19: 13,

commanding that the
wages Of a worker
are paid promptly is
an example Of this
requirement.
through visits and physical and
emotional support, and engage in
research to avoid or cure the maladies
we cannot yet treat. On a personal level
peoplewillprepareformariagesothat
they can lean how to care for each
other, deepen and broaden their
relationship over the years, and avoid
divorce. They will honour and respect
their parents, especially as they age
and they will care for their children in
the ways that Jewish law prescribes,
ideally in the context of a close, loving
relationship.'
A similar exercise of setting out the
grounds for Jewish action was created

by the author as a mandate for Jewish
socially responsible investment and

that - to do nothing when moral

published in 4specfLs o/ £z.beJ`&J
/#c7¢z.s'7». The ains that it could foster

decisions must be made.'®. 358)

are based on the interaction between
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basic Jewish values and contemporary
world needs.
Businesses should carry out their
activities according to appropriate
environmental standards based on the
prino±ple of bal tashchit in
Deuteronomy 20: 17 requiring the
avoidance of needless waste.
The employment practices of a
business should be just and fair to their
workers. The text in Leviticus 19:13,
commanding that the wages of a
workerarepaidpromptlyisanexample
of this requirement.
We will expect the businesses that
we invest in to deal in good faith and
demonstrate
good
corporate
governance. `When you buy or sell
anything to your neighbour' s hand you
shall not wrong one another' in
Leviticus 25:14 was primarily
interpreted in Rabbinic texts to apply
to fair pricing but could be interpreted
more widely to give rise to the general
Jewish responsibility for fair dealing
codified in Shulchan Amch Choshen
Mishpat 228:6 and Mishneh Torah,
mlchot De'ot 5:13
The businesses that we invest in
should respect human rights. Thirty six
times in the Torah Jews are
commanded to love the stranger and to
remember the experience of having
been slaves in Egypt.
The businesses that we invest in
should neither take nor give bribes
which are expressly forbidden in
Exodus 23:7-9.

The businesses that we invest in
should not sell strategic military
weapons to oppressive regimes, based
upon the ideal of peace referred to in
the Books of Isaiah (e.g. Isaiah 2:4)

and rmcah and many other places in
the Bible and seen as the greatest
blessing of all Ql'umbers Rabbah 11 :7).

If a business is involved in the health
sector it should engage in practices
which enable wide access to
healthcare. This duty is made clear in
thes:fecfJcho#.47"c%YorehDe'ah336:1

which says that if a doctor withholds
his services it is to be considered as if
he is actively shedding blood.

If the activities of the business
require it to work with animals it
should take care not to treat them with
cruelty and conversely to treat aninals
with respect for their quality of life in
accord with the doctrine of }z¢ 'cz7.

ba'alei chayim derived from
Deuteronomy 22:4 and 6.
The businesses that we invest in will

not inappropriately market health
damaging products to vulnerable
consumers. Jewish law implies a duty
of care to others who might be affected
4

by your activities. An example of this
is the requirement to build a parapet
around a flat roof lest someone
unknown to you might fall off the roof
and injure themselves. Deuteronomy
22:8.,

Jonathan Sacks notes that
Nachmanides, in his comment to
Deuteronomy 6:18 `to do the richt and
good in the eyes of God' says that as it
is impossible to specify in advance all
of the challenges of the moral life, the
Torah gives us only examples from
which we must build. (ro jre¢J cz

Fractured world p.13). 0`1r t±"es
require us to do the work of building
and using the strength of our
communities, to take action where we
Can.

There are particular features of this
time in human history beyond the
simple accessibility of knowledge of
the circumstances of the whole world
which make it a time for Jews to
emphasise social action in their Jewish
lives. David Novak in his book Jen;I.s'fe
Social Ethics ®p.9-L2) sets oat three

features of the culfent time which
demand our active response. The first
is the result of social emancipation
which sees Jews able to act far beyond
our own communities, no longer
restricted to expressing Jewish values
intemally only. The second is our
response to the Sfaocz% which makes all

of us `the saved remnant of the House
of lsrael' (Isaiah 46:3). As a reempowered people who are not
restricted in our choices by repressive
and murderous ideology we have a
duty to `reassert happily our moral
responsibility... wherever a moral
choice can be made, the [Jewish]
person is essentially an active subject,
not a passive victim. And we must
explicate that the persons who are the
objects of our moral choices are the
objects of our response, not the
projections of our own will.' Having
as a people been subject to the will of
others, Jewish social action should be
especially respectful of other people's
self determination. Thirdly, the reestablishment of Jewish national
sovereignty means that we are now
`responsibleforrecoustitutingaJewish

society in the Land of Israel that allows
the principles of Jewish ethics tmly to
inform the application of the rule of
law'. Novalc continues that we are also
responsible for reconstituting a Jewish
society where the classic Jewish
concern for the rights of non-Jews
living among us is fully protected. One
more feature of this time should be
added to these three, which partly
derives from the historical experience

of the past century. In Europe and.
North America most denominations of
Judaism are now in dialogue with other
faiths, particularly with Christians but
increasingly with Muslims, Hindus and
Buddhists. This means that as the
ethical values of these faiths often
intersect with Jewish values we can
lend our weight to the effective work
of social action that they do. Jews need
no longer work alone.
There are a number of effective
social action initiatives in the British
Jewish community today that go
beyond the needs of our own
community. These include the Tzedek
charity's various projects of Jewish
action for a just world; London School
for
Jewish
Studies '
Jewish
Responsibility Project which has
recently published its `What will you
do?' guide to making a difference; 3iG,

the International hterfalth hvestment
Group which brings Jews together with
people of other faiths to ensure that
their fmancial assets are directed at
helping to fulfil their Jewish values
and fecently the Making Poverty
History Jewish Coalition added the
Jewish voice to recognition of the
needs of the poorest of the world. Each
of these is a small initiative, and there
are many other similar examples, but
yet each one enables and encourages
Jews to begin to fulfil some of the
duties to the world which are
incumbent upon us.
Much work needs to be done so that
the Jewish community in Britain can
know that we are doing our duty to
address the social and environmental
problems which we witness as
participants in the world. As in Rabbi
Hama son of Rabbi Hanina's example
God saw and then straight away acted;
so should we. h past decades the need
to rebuild Jewish leaning was well
addressed by many initiatives which
have been highly successful from
Limmud to the resurgence of
synagogue-based adult education and
the foundation of Jewish day schools.
h the coming decade it is time that the
Jewish community, individually and
communally, put equivalent effort into
social action programlnes including the
creation of effective institutions to
accelerate our work and influence. Has
the time come for a Jewish Religious
Action Centre in Britain? RABBI MARI[ GOLDSNITH I.s' a gred#czfe
in Business Studies and f ormer businessman who
studied f;or the rabbinate at Leo Baeck College.
He served Finchley Progressive Synagogue
bofore his recen:i appof:ninen:i as Sertior Rabbi
Of the North Western Roform S)magogue, Alyth
Ganders in North West London.
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Q; Can you tell us where you hail from
and the circumstances of your
arriwal in the UK?
A: I was born in L'viv, then in Poland.
In 1939 my part of Poland was
seized by the Soviet Union. Soon
after the Soviet invasion, our family
business was expropriated, we were
expelled from our house and then
my father was arrested and
disappeared into the prisons and
labour camps of the Gulag. Three

days after my father was taken my
mother and I were deported to
Eastern Kazakhstan on the edge of
Siberia. The conditions there were
arduous. We lost. a significant
fraction of deportees to hunger and
disease.

BARRY HYVAN
IN CONVERSATION

In 1941, when the Germans
invaded the Soviet Union, Poles
became Soviet allies and we were
amnestied and released. My father,

WITH

of whom we heard nothing, was
released from a labour camp. Being
an officer of the Polish Army
Reserve he made his way to the
assembly area, where a Polish
Army was being formed. My
mother, expecting him to join the
army if he had survived, wrote to
the Polish army camps and found
him. We joined him.
In 1942 the Polish Amy was
transferred to the Middle East,
under British command. We were
fortunate to be able to leave the
Soviet Union as Army dependants.
We spent five years following
my father, as dependants, where his
service took him.
After the end of the war Poland
had fallen under Soviet domination
and there was no way back for those
associated with Polish forces that
served with the Western allies.
Soldiers who declined to go back
to Poland, as my father did, were
given asylum in Britain. My mother
and I came to Britain as Polish
Army dependants in 1947.
Q.. What are your early recollections
Of life here and where did you come

PROFESSOR
LUDWII(
FINKELSTEIN
OBE, F.R.Eng

'o.?

A: We came to London. I was a young
man close to eighteen. I spoke
fluent English, having been taught

by my mother who was an excellent
linguist. I had also acquired a sort
of English education by self-study.
I started preparing for university.
Life was economically very
uncertain and hard. My father was
in his late fifties and finding work
in a new country was proving very
difficult. Tragically he developed
heart disease and died within weeks
of being discharged from the army.
Fortunately the UK government
provided funds to enable former
Polish
soldiers
and
army
dependants to study. I was a
beneficiary of the scheme.
As a student I was received with
friendship by my fellows. I do not
recall difficulties.

Q; Was yours a religiously observant
or a secular family background?
A: My family, before the war, was
committed to Jewishness. My
father was a representative of the
Jewish community on the city
council of L'viv. The family were
seat holders in the Progressive
Temple of L'viv, of which my
grandfather had been a major
benefactor. I was taught Modern
Hebrew by a private tutor from the
age of eight. However, the family
was not very religiously observant.
During our deportation we were
entirely among Polish Catholics.
Religious observance played no
part in our lives. This continued
during our wanderings with the
Polish Army.
Pat of my father's service in the
Middle East was in fact in Tel Aviv.
We were isolated from the general
Jevyish community and at first I
clung tenaciously to a Polish
identity. Towards the end of my
time in Tel Aviv I traumatically
recognised that I was not ethnically
Polish but Jewish and developed a
knowledge of Hebrew and a secular
identification with the Jewish
people. I left Tel Aviv with pain.
However, I followed my father and
mother to England.
Q.. Were you interested in academia
from childhood?
A: I always liked books and learning.
However, when I was a boy, before
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the war, I was aware that it was
intended that I should go into the
family business. As a deportee our
only thoughts were about survival.
During later wartime wanderings,
and especially when it became
obvious that we would never return
to our home, my only ambitions
were to acquire skills to make a
living.

When I came to England and
had the opportunity to study, engineering was the only profession I
ever seriously contemplated. I
believed, and still believe in its
great importance for the welfare
of humanity.
On graduating I went into
industry and spent a particularly
stimulating time in coal mining,
working on automation of coal
winding machines, much of it
underground.
I went to work in higher education with the intention of
bridging the gap between engineering theory and practice. Over time
my work became more theoretical
and academic. I am now a typical
scholar.

Q.. Where did you go to school and
college?

A: My education was wholly disrupted
by war. As a deportee I received no
schooling and later I attended some
schools attached to the Polish
Army. Much of my primary and
secondary education I received
from my mother. I prepared for
university entrance by independent
study.

When I came to England I studied for degrees in Physics and
Mathematics at the Northern Polytechnic, then an institution of the
University of London. I acquired
my Master's degree in Physics
while working in coal mining and
my higher doctorate when at City
University.
Q; What was the principal area Ofyour
acaderhic work?
A: I have been concerned with the
development and teaching of
systematic principles of the design
and application of measurement
systems. It is for this work that I
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was elected a Fellow of the Royal
Academy of Engineering.
Q.. Have you always been a member Of
Reform and Hendon Reform
Synagogue?
A: I come from a family with deep
roots in Progressive Judaism in
Poland. When I came to join a
synagogue in England a Reform
Synagogue was the only option.
HRS was the local synagogue.
Q.. your wife, too, is from inmigrant
parentage. Is this how you met?
A: Mirjam was born in Berlin and
brought up in Amsterdam. She is
the daughter of Dr Alfred Wiener,
founder of the Wiener Library.
Miljam and her mother and sisters
were trapped on the Continent by
the war. She was an inmate of
Belsen.
Her
mother
died
immediately upon their liberation.
We met at a B'nai B'rith meeting
in the Council Room at West
London Synagogue. Ours is thus,
indeed, a marriage made in
Heaven.
I mention my father-in-law,
because the example of his
combination of secular scholarship
and religious leaming transformed
my Jewish identity into love of
Jewish leaming and ultimately a
religious commitment.
Q; Are you involved in the life Of the
synagogue? Has the rabbinate Of
the Movement been any influence
on your life?
A: I am strongly attached to my
synagogue. I have given it some
service representing it on the Board
of Deputies and the Council of the
RSGB. I taught in the Religion
Classes.

I am very much influenced in my
life and views by Jewish thought
and by the ideology and practice of
the Movement.
Q; Did your career allow time for
involvement
in
the
wider
community?
A: As part of my career I served on
many professional and government
bodies including being President of
my Chartered Institute. My
principal involvement in the wider
community was my service as a

volunteer officer in the home
defence and civil protection
organisation. It extended over forty
years. I felt I was performing a civic
duty but I also enjoyed the
challenge and the comradeship.
Q.. Was it a surprise when your son
Daniel took up politics/j ournalism
as a career?
A:No. Daniel is following the
example of his matemal grandfather who was a joumalist and
deeply involved in politics. My
father, too, was involved in local
politics in Poland. Our other children also have family role models.
Our oldest son Anthony is a senior
engineering academic. Our daughter is an economist in the Treasury,

following the path of her matemal
grandmother who was one of the
first women to obtain a doctorate in
Economics in Germany.
Q.. Have you been involved in the
battle against boycotts of Israel
academics?
A: I have signed protests, but the
boycott has not touched my
institution or professional field, so
I have not been in the front line.
However, being obviously a
religiously committed Jew I am
often asked by fellow academies to
explain and defend Judaism.
Q.. Does your academic life leave
room for leisure? If so what?
A: My principal leisure interests are
books, conversation and Jewish
studies.

On retirement from full time
academic employment I undertook
graduate studies at Leo Baeck
College, where I now research the
Jewish response to modemity in
Eastern Europe. My studies have
influenced me greatly. They have
given me immense intellectual
pleasure and religious fulfilment.
Q; Any fiavourite books/music/films/
theatre?
A:I mainly read History and
Philosophy. I enjoy all theatre. My
favourite composer is Chopin I
BARK:y TIYMAIl is Vice-President Of Radlett
& Bushey Reform Synagogue and former PR
consultant to RSGB.
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A 2,000-YEAR-LONG MEETING
Leo Baeck College Bible Week in

Michael Hilton

IFIRST
Bendorf,
MET Germany
ED KESSLER
in the
ATmid
A
1990s. He was keen to write a thesis
comparing Jewish and Christian
inteapretations of a biblical text. We
discussed some of the evidence for the
existence of dialogue in the first few
centuries of christianity. It soon became
apparent that Ed's aims went far beyond
pursuing his own research, and he
managed within a few years to secure
sufficient funding and sufficient
scholarship to make his new Cambridge
Centre for the study of Jewish-Christian
Relations one of the big names in the
i:]ctd. A Dictionary Of Jewish-Christian
jze/cz/I.o77s is their flrst major production

and a breakthrough in interfaith studies.
The joy of the book for Jewish
readers can be simply explained with
an example. Take that notorious antiSemite and Church leader Martin

A DICTIONARY OF JEVISHCHRISTIALN RELATIONS
Edited by Edward Kessler
and Neil Wenbom
Cambridge University Press, 2005,
ISBN 10 0521826926, hb, pp.507,
£120.00

HEALING THE JEVISHCHRISTIAN RIFT: GROVING
BEYOND OUR WOUNDED
HISTORY
by Ron Miller and Laura Bemstein
Skylights Paths Publishing,
Woodstock, Vermont, 2006,
ISBN 1-59473-139-X, pp.259,
pb, $18.99

from our modem dialogue. A hundred
and ten scholars have contributed brief
articles on the themes, the places and
the personalities who make up two
thousand years of encounter. The book
deserves to be read from cover to
cover, but that is unlikely until we have
a paperback edition. The high price
means that most of the hardback copies
are likely to end up on the reference
shelves in libraries.

There are some gems here, brief
entries which display skill, scholarship
and thoughtfulness in a few words.
Here you can read Norman Solomon
on
`nationhood/nationality'
and
Jonathan Magonet on `idolatry'. One

of my favourites is Kenneth Cracknell
on `God's grace', where he points out
the importance of the concept to both
faiths, and then gently explains that
Jews do not use the English term

Luther (1483-1546). Go to a standard

Jewish population, is an `almost
entirely Lutheran country'.

because it seems Christian. This is
thought provoking. How much else is

biography or article about him and you
will find his anti-Jewish views hardly
mentioned. Here you can lean about
them simply and clearly, because that
is the focus of the article. But you can
also see how Luther's prejudices have
been abandoned by modem Lutherans,
and the reader is reminded that
Denmark, the one country under Nazi
domination which managed to save its

This is the great strength of the book,
that positive and negative aspects of
the Jewish-Christian encounter are
clearly stated. Previous histories of the
relationship between our faiths have
been little more than a history of antiSemitism. The `dictionary', really a
mini-encyclopaedia, does not ignore
that topic but concentrates far more on
the message of hope which emerges

there in our own tradition that we
ignore because of what we imagine
Christians have done to it?
The book also has its limitations.
For most entries it is quite clear which
of the two faiths the author knows more
about. The article on baptism, for
example, tells only the Christian half
of the story. There is no parallel article
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on fei/I./czfe, immersion in water as
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practised by Jews. The article on music
is a survey of specifically Jewish music
and its encounter with Christianity.
Handel's A4lessz.cI¢ does not get a

mention. Looking at the gaps and
limitations, I cannot help feeling that a
dialogue opportunity has beeh lost.
How much more beneficial it would
have been to have two experts, one
from each side, working on every
major article. It is frustrating to read
articles on `Passover' and `The Last
Supper' written by Christian scholars
who clearly have no detailed
knowledge of our Haggadah.
And there are both eccentricities and
inconsistencies. Strangely, the article
entitled `God' is a history of dialogue,
The article on `Church and Synagogue'
deals with the concepts, not the
architecture. For the tine meaning of
`Orthodox', look under `Heresy'.
There is no article on `Hasidism',
though the corresponding Christian

pietistic movement, `Methodism'
merits a long entry. For `Masorti
Judaism' the reader is referred to
`Progressive Judaism' which does not
cover the subject. `Medical Ethics'
deals only with shared religious
insights, not with the important
differences. Then there are limitations
imposed by the form of the book. Much

of the Jewish-Christian encounter has
happened through discussion of detail
- commentary on text like `a virgin
shall conceive and bear a son', and
exchanges of liturgical formulae, `may
the words of my mouth and meditation
of my heart... ' The format of this book
allows only the bare mention of such
details.

Hundreds of smaller entries in the
book are only 500 words long. This
imposes a severe discipline on the
writer, as I discovered for myself when
I was invited to contribute a number of
articles of this length. How to sum up
the history of marriage in two or three

paragraphs? Or to write about Jewish
and Christian prayer in such a few
words? Or to explain mouming rites in
Judaism and their relationship to
Christianity? In spite of the word limit,
I found myself working at the very
boundaries of what is known. We know
that the bar mitzvah ceremony started
among Jews living in Christian Europe
around the 14th century. But why?
What was the trigger for this popular
innovation? The original research into
the sources which might give us the
answer has never been done. And here
lies the book's chief strength and
weakness. For the gaps in knowledge
point the way to further research, and a

clearer understanding of the frustrating
relationships of two world faiths which
need each other.
I:n Healing the Jewish~Christian Rift
a Jewish and a Christian scholar debate
selected texts from Matthew, the first
book in the Christian scriptures. There
are hundreds of books available on the
Jewish background to the life of Jesus.
To a reader looking for a simple and
easily understandable introduction to
the topic, this book provides a useful
guide. For me, it was spoilt by a
misguided attempt to find a Hebrew
original behind Matthew's Greek text.
So, throughout the book, Jesus Christ
is referred to as Jeshu the Messiah, and
Simon Peter as Shimon. This is not the
Bible as most English-speaking
Christians read it. Authentic dialogue
discusses the issues raised by scripture
without trying to change the text. We
can understand John the Baptist' s ideas
quite easily, without renaming him, as
this book does, Jochanan the Immerser.
It makes him sound as if he earned his
living as an attendant at the Jordan
rrLen's mikveh 1
RABBI DR MICIIAEL HILTON js a /ecrc7!.ng
figure in the world Of interfatth dialogue, author
o/The Gospels and Rabbinic Judaism a7!d The
Christian Affect on Jewish Life, a#c7 Jiczbbj. o/
Kol Chai Hatch End Jewish Community.
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suffered just as much as Jews. The
Christian leaders had to flee Jerusalem
when it fell in 70CE, and the Christians
settled on the other side of the Jordan,
at Pella. But the days of Jewish
Christians were numbered and their
form of Christianity virtually
disappeared after the Second Jewish
War of 132-135CE.

Reverend Dr John Bowden is a menber Of The Sternberg
Centre Jewish-Christian-Muslin Dialogue Group.
The following article has its origins in a paper that Dr Bowden
gave to the Group. We asked him to recast it for the readers Of
MANNA because it raises profound issues about how people
Of faith address their own traditions today and about the
nature Of the `other' faith for which we are challenged
to make theological space.

CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE
BIG BANG OR SLOW GROVVTH?
John Bowden
Christians and Muslims have
THE grownupinhistoryandchanged,
RELIGIONS OF JEWS,
and as men and women of today we
should take account of all the factors
which have been involved in this
process. Neither our scriptures nor our
patterns of worship nor our ethics
dropped ready-made from heaven,
howevermuchwemaybelievethatGod
is behind the formation of our faiths,
and ire deceive ourselves if we think
otherwise. Here is some of the story of
the making of Christian doctrine.
Jesus was a Jew, his disciples were
Jews and their greatest successor, Paul,
was a Jew. It was some time, around
the end of the first century CE, before
Christianity became a separate. faith.
To begin with the followers of Jesus
formed a movement within Judaism.
Jesus himself was seen by those who
encountered him above all as a prophet
with exceptional authority - at one
point the Gospels call him `more than a
prophet'. These Gospels were written
out of a faith that Jesus had not only
died but risen again and was the
fulfilment of the Jewish scriptures. His
actions and words were presented on
this basis, so that it is not easy to get
back to Jesus as he was during his
lifetime. But it seems clear that he
presented no `doctrine' about his
24

person, and the one title that it is agreed
that he used was `son of man', a title
that appears in the books of Ezekiel
and Daniel.
What `son of man' signifies is again
unclear. In some sayings it seems to be
a paraphrase for `1', in others it seems
to refer to a figure who will come on
the clouds of heaven to judge just and
unjust. It thus belongs in the context of
apocalyptic literature, highly colourful
works which portray the end of history
in which God intervenes in a situation
in which there is no earthly hope, and
Jews can only hope and pray that he
will bring deliverance.
The background to apocalyptic
literature is the situation in the Roman
province of Judaea at that time. By far
the best description is that of the Jewish
historian Josephus, who lived in the
first century, in his history of the
Jewish War of 66-74CE (Jasepfee{s, Zlfee
Jewz.s'4 Wczr, Penguin Books 1981).

The tensions which led up to it, the
fighting of the Jews among themselves,
the oppression, violence, terror and
cruelty of the Romans are all
reminiscent of the more violent periods
of current Middle Eastern history.
They existed up to the war and were
not removed by it.
The Jews were not the only ones to
suffer. During this period Christians

In these circumstances Christianity,
like Judaism, had to change to survive.
From an early stage it had expanded
into the Greek world and soon found
itself to all intents and purposes
focused on that world. Communicating
with Greeks meant using the Greek
language and Greek concepts and this
inevitably changed the nature of Christian theology. Questions arose which
were now put in the terms of Greek
philosophy. The flrst was about the
claim that Jesus was God in the same
way as God the creator of the world
was God. A challenge to this view was
made by a priest named Arius, who
argued that Jesus, the Son of God, was
created. Arius had good biblical
grounds for adopting this view and
gained a large following, but was
fiercely opposed by mainstream Christianity. After years of fierce discussion
a creed was drawn up which stated that
Jesus was not created and was of the
same substance as God (the Greek word
is ho77zooe/sz.as). The creed was agreed

at a council held in Nicaea, present day
Iznik in Asian Turkey, in 325.
By now a whole series of
complications had crept in. After
Christians had lived through more than
two hundred years of a pagan Roman
empire and on occasion suffered
persecution - though not as often as
might seem -in 312 Constantine
became Roman emperor and made
Christianity the approved religion of
the empire. When he himself became a
Christian is a matter of dispute - he
was baptized on his deathbed - but by
his approval of christianity he changed
it. Because it was now fashionable and
profitable to do so, thousands upon
thousands of citizens of the Roman
empire became Christians and in the
process transformed Christianity.
Many details escape us, but it is notable
that only after Constantine's time do
the first depictions of Jesus on the cross
appear. Only after his time does
devotion to the Virgin Mary begin to
spread like wildfire. It has been argued,
to my mind convincingly, that both this
interest in suffering, rather than in
Jesus' healings and teachings, and the
popularity of a mother figure derive
from the cult of the goddess Cybele,
popular in the Roman world, which
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with the rise of Christianity was
displaced, suppressed and transformed.
It is notable that it was not the church
that convened the Council of Nicaea
but the emperor Constantine himself,
and he presided over it. Politically it
was vital for the empire to be a unity,

and unity could not be preserved if
rival groups of Christians, one
maintaining the orthodox line and the
other following Arius, were tearing the
fabric of society apart. But councils
seldom settle anything in the wider
world, even though Christian tradition
has it that they do, and the dispute
centred on Arius, known as the Arian
dispute, lingered on. The Arians
received support from the fact that new
converts to Christianity, particularly
from the Germanic tribes which were
entering Europe and would soon
overwhelm the western part of the
Roman empire, converted to an Arian
Christianity and not to an orthodox
Christianity.
The question of Jesus as God having
been resolved, at least in theory, attention now tuned, still in terms of Greek
philosophy, to a second question. If
Jesus was both God and man, as was
believed, how was his human nature
related to his divine nature? If Jesus
was divine, did he have just one divine
nature and was he above suffering and
emotion? It was accepted by all that he
did not sin. Surely the divine in him
was unchanging, as God is unchanging. But the Bible itself says that he
was deeply emotional and that he
suffered on the cross. Again Christianity was divided: into the orthodox, the
Dyophysites -Greek pkyw.s = nature who believed that Jesus had two
natures, and the Monophysites, who
believed that he had only one, divine
nature. A council held at Chalcedon, a
suburb of Constantinople, in 451, and
again called by the emperor, judiciously resolved that Jesus is not only
` consubstantial with the Father according to the Godhead, the selfsame
consubstantial with us according to the
manhood', but that `he is acknowledged
in two natures unconfusedly, unchangeably, indivisibly, inseparably'.
This is a neat solution to a logical
puzzle and has been accepted by
orthodox - in the broadest sense Christianity as the last word. But again
it was rejected by a large part of
Christianity.
Greek
Orthodox
Christians were - and in many ways
still are - temperamentally inclined
towards Monophysitism, Jesus being
of one, divine nature, and the static,
unhistorical way of looking at him in
philosophical categories was further
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encouragement to this view. So the
Eastern churches in particular did not and many still do not - accept what is
called the Chalcedonian Definition and
became Monophysite.
Here again the emperors played a
key role. Most of the important early
councils of the church were held in the
East without the involvement of the
Pope - it was not until well after the
split between Eastern and Western
churches in 1054 that a council was
held in the West, and this was not

recognized by the East - and were
convened and presided over by the
emperor based in Constantinople. This

affected the general ethos of
Christianity: if the emperor was a
Monophysite, Monophysites were
favoured and the orthodox persecuted,
and vice versa.
Controversies were not just about
intellectual issues. They also affected
worship, and here, too, emperors
played a major role. One classic
example is the so-called iconoclastic
controversy. Judaism rejects images.
Certainly from the time of Constantine
Christianity has been rich in them. But
is that right? In the 8th century, in 726,
Emperor Leo Ill of Constantinople
declared that all images and icons were
idols and ordered them to be removed
from churches - this applied only to
the Eastern church, not the Western.
Why he did this is obscure, but this
was the time when the Muslims were
seizing much of his territory and he
may have thought that their conquests
were a punishment for his idolatry.
Again the battle for and against icons
raged on for more than a century, with
some emperors for and others against.
In the end the icons were restored and
have remained ever since.
Now Christian doctrine or belief has
been given permanent expression in
creeds and confessions, in hy]rms and
prayers, in architecture and art, and
some of the forms which have come
down to us seem almost timeless. The
Orthodox Church recognizes no
development in doctrine and the
Catholic Church is happy to talk about
`the faith once delivered to the saints'.
But as we have seen from these few
examples, Christian doctrine has
evolved over the centuries, and the
apparent timelessness of some
expressions of it has been the result,
often the compromising result, of
arguments between different groups of
Christians and political pressures.
Moreover as time has gone on and
philosophical concepts have changed,
it has become impossible to think in
the terms in which Christian doctrine

was originally framed. We cannot
think of God and Jesus in terms of
substance, nor can we think of Jesus of
Nazareth as being made up of two
natures. For us a human being is a
human being, and to think of someone
as more than a human being
immediately robs him or her of any
humanity that we share with them.
Particularly with the recovery of the
Bible and its portrayal of Jesus as a
man living in a particular society at a
particular time and performing
particular actions as a result of which
he is seen not as a God walking the
earth but as a prophet or a healer, we
have been given an alternative
approach. It still needs much working
out, and the persistence of repetitions
of old modes of thought gets in the
way of progress, but convincing
defences of it have already been given
by theologians like Hans Kting and
Edward Schillebeeckx (See especially
Ha,rls K:jlng> On Being a Christian,
Collins 1977 reissued SCM Press 1991,
and Edward Schillebeeckx, Jes2{S.. 472

Experiment in Christology, CoTlins
1979).

How are Christians to live with this
account of the making of their faith?
Here I can only give a personal view.
Historical doctrines are part of the

fabric of Christian prayer and worship
but they often have no bearing on
everyday life and Christians can either
pray and worship without them or, if
they are unavoidable in liturgies and
hymns, let them simply slip by,
subordinated to the activity of
becoming open to the presence of God,
gathering together as brothers and
sisters, sharing in the deeply symbolic
action of breaking bread and drinking
wine together, fighting injustice and
serving the world which is in so much
distress.

Not all that long ago such views
would have resulted in ecclesiastical
disciplining and sanctions, and not
long before that even death. Now at
least we have the freedom of an open
society. These views may not seem

much to live by, but for me and many
others they are enough. In any case,
they are what we have and what we
live by, and echoing that great man
Martin Luther we can at least mutter, if
not proclaim aloud, `Here I stand, I can

do no other' .
REV DR JOHN B0WDEN z.S c" j4#g/I.ccI7?
minister, former publisher, theologian and
translator.Hisrecentlypublishedmagrl:unopus,
Christianity: The Complete Guide ¢czs/.#s'f bee7z

awarded The Professional and Scholarly
Division of the Association of American
Publishers; Best Single Volume Roference Work
in Humanities and Social Scie:nces, 2005.
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of the l8th century. Etkes gives us
details of the lives and careers of some
of the more famous. He demonstrates

that Jews of all walks of life, not just
`ignorant' folk, consulted bcz`cz/ez.

s%e77€. Even famous rabbis occasionally

acted as healers. Later historians of
Hasidism have often attacked the
Besht's alleged healing powers as
spurious, if they were of an antiHasidic bent, or down-played it, if they
were sympathetic. But Etkes has
shown that, at that time, being a bcr `c!/
sfee77€ was considered a worthy

profession.
So, if the Besht was, in many
respects, an ordinary bczcr/ sfee772, what

made him the Baal Shem roi/, the
`good' bczcz/ sfec"? Etkes' answer is

two-fold: First, the Besht felt that his

THE BLACK INSIDE OF
TMe non-Hasidim

HAS
Larry Tabick
THE BESHT: MAGICIAN,
MYSTIC, ANI) LEADER
by Immanuel Etkes
Brandeis University Press,
Waltham, Massachusetts, 2005 ,
ISBN 1-58465-422-8

pp.342, hb.

UNCHOSEN: THE HIDDEN
LIVES OF HASIDIC REBELS
by Hella Winston
Beacon Press, Boston,
Massachusetts, 2005,
ISBN 0-8070-3626-9, pp.185, hb.

people who would never dreani of
IWONDER
following WHY
their SO
lifestyle
MANY
are
fascinated by the Hasidim and
Hasidism. It is a special source of
wonder to me because I am one of them.
For me, it is about recovering an
inward-looking, God-centred view of
what it means to be a Jew, as distinct
from the communal- or ethnic-centred
Jewish ethos we find embodied by most
of our institutions.
Whatever the reasons, books on
Hasidism, both popular and academic,
proliferate. One focus of particular
fascination is the figure of the Ba'al
Shem Tov, or Besht. Rabbi Israel ben

least three academic studies on him in
recent years, by Moshe Idel, Gedalyah
Nigal, and Moshe Rosman. Now,
Immanuel Etkes, Professor of the
History of the Jewish People and
Education at the Hebrew University,
has joined them with this masterly
work.
As the title implies, Etkes discusses
the Besht under three headings,
corresponding to the central aspects of
his career. First, he considers him as a
bcrcz/ sfee77z, a healer using a range of

Eliezer (1700-1760), `founder' of the

techniques, including herbal medicine,
sympathetic magic and amulets
employing divine or angelic names,
hence the term bcrcr/ s¢e", `master of
the name.' The Besht was just one of

Hasidic movement. There have been at

many bczcz/ez. sfee772 in the Jewish world
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often imagine that
Hasidic communities
are loving, spiritual
places, where
confucts are resoived

peacofully. Chain
Potok's ncrvels

showed us that the
reality could be quite
dif ferent, and now,
Hella Tminston 's
research coriferms
this.
mission in life was not merely to bring
healing to individuals, but to the entire
Jewish community. He saw himself as
intercessor before the heavenly court
for all Jews everywhere, stmggling,
sometimes unsuccessfully, to avert evil
decrees, plagues, persecutions, or
blood libels.

Secondly, the Besht taught and
practised a new approach to prayer that
emphasized
ecstasy
over
contemplation. There are authentic
sources - most importantly a letter or
two written by the Besht himself -that
describe his ascents to heaven, often
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undertaken while he was leading his
community in prayer.
Though a full biography of the Ba`al
Shem Tov is still not possible,
Immanuel Etkes has gone a long way
to lay the groundwork for such a study.
Not only has he illuminated the great
man's life. He has also given us a
reasoned argument on the historical
validity of many of the `legendary'
sources that would go towards that
biography.
There is an entire chapter devoted to
the Shivchei HaBesht, Cln Praise of the
Besht', the first collection of Hasidic
tales, full of miraculous occurrences,
published more than fifty years after
his death. Many scholars have tended
to dismiss this work as the product of a
fevered Hasidic imagination, but Etkes
shows that it contains a central core of
solid infomiation about the beliefs of
the time, the Besht's view of himself
and his mission, and the circle of his
immediate followers. Far from being
the product of later minds, it contains
much that is authentic and uniquely
related to the Besht and his coterie.
There is also an appendix containing
a discussion of the various versions of
the Besht's famous letter, and another
with translations of the three known
versions laid out in parallel columns.
Though it is clear that the Besht did
not think that he was founding a
movement and that what came to be
known as Hasidism did not exist in his
lifetime, it is also clear that Hasidic
tradition is unanimous in declaring him
its founder. Etkes discusses whether
historians can agree with this. His
answer is a resounding `yes' . It was the
Besht who set the tone for all that was
to follow by creating a new approach
to prayer and a new model of
charismatic, as opposed to scholarly,
leadership for the Jewish community.
In recent decades, historians
working in a variety of fields have
developed greater respect for ancient
traditions than their predecessors,
treating them seriously unless there are
other good reasons not to do so. This
trend has become evident in, for
example, the examination of ancient
Greek legends, in Biblical research,
and now in Hasidic studies.
Though the era of the birth and
growth of the Hasidic movement is
much more recent than the other
periods I have mentioned, Hasidism
grew up in a society that was largely
pre-modem, where the miraculous and
spiritual counted for much more than it
does today. To that extent, it resembles
the period of Jason and the Argonauts
or the Biblical Joseph. Immanuel Etkes
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has shown us that Hasidic legend, too,
is based firmly on the realities of the
period of its origins, and is therefore a
valid source for the modem historian,
if treated with care.
We move from legend to reality,
from Ukraine to New York, and from a
great mystical leader to ordinary
troubled souls, when we turn to Hella
Winston's book, U72chose77. In the 246

years since the Besht's death, the
movement he founded spread
throughout Eastern Europe, was nearly
wiped out by the Holocaust, and
experienced a resurgence, particularly
in the New World and in Israel. But it
has also experienced splits and
animosities within, and the perils and

Hasidism grew up in
a society that was
largely pre-modern,
where the
miraculous and
spiritual counted fior
mttch more than it
does today. To that
extent, it resembles
the period Of Jason
and the Argonouts or
the Biblical Joseph.
temptations of contact with the outside
world.
We non-Hasidim often imagine that
Hasidic communities are loving,
spiritual places, where conflicts are

resolved peacefully. Chain Potok's
novels showed us that the reality could
be quite different, and now, Hella
Winston's research confimis this.
This work grew out of research for a
Ph.D., but reads more like a novel than
an academic paper. She charts her
attempts to make contact with
members of New York's Hasidic
community. She soon meets numerous
people, both men and women, who are
in open or covert rebellion against the
norms of that community. This is often
done at great psychological cost to the
rebels and, in turn, brings on ostracism

and other consequences, not only for
themselves, but also for their families.
Parents feel that th`eir rebellious
children have let God, and more
importantly, their families down.
Wives and husbands are ashamed,
children are labelled, siblings' marriage
prospects destroyed or severely
diminished. `What will the neighbours
say?' is a kind of running refrain in the
mouths of the rebels ' relatives. `You're
worse than Hitler' is another.
Winston traces the stories of a
number of Hasidim, like Leah, who
always asked too many questions and
was blamed for the sexual abuse she
received as a child from a man at
school. Like Yosi, who shaved his
beard in rebellion and expected to be
instantly accepted in a wider society he
knew nothing about. And like Malkie
Schwartz - hers is the only name not
changed in the book - who now offers
help and counselling to others who
would follow her path out of the selfimposed
Hasidic
ghettoes
of
Williamsburg and Borough Park, New
York.
We are given insight into why these
individuals left their communities, or
live on its fringes, and into what it
must feel like for them to take the
decision to leave. But we are also
shown how unprepared they are for
living in the `real' world that we take
for granted.
This is a deeply moving book. It
reminds us that the flow of `traffic'
between ultra-Orthodoxy and the rest
of the Jewish world is not all one-way,
as it so often appears when we hear
about those who take up an ultraOrthodox life-style.
The interpreter of Indian culture, A.
K. Coomaraswamy wrote: `A church
or society... that does not provide a
way of escape from its own regimen,
and will not let its people go, is
defeating its own ultimate purpose.'
The Besht's spiritual mission was to
free the ordinary Jews of his day from
the oppression of their ghettoes and
their uncaring rabbinic leadership. I
wonder how he would feel if he were
to visit those who revere his name most
today. He taught that joy in God's
presence was the greatest mitzvah. Yet
for many in the Hasidic world, that joy
has been replaced by fear and
intimidation. Is modern Hasidism
defeating its own ultimate purpose? .
RABBI LARRY TABICK is rabbi at Shir
Hayjm-Hampstead Roform, and a life-long
student Of Hasidism and Kabbalah. He is the
author Of a little book entitled `GlcNI."8 Tato
Yarn Sowh,' and the husband Of Rabbi Jackie
Tabick, Britain's first woman rabbi.
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toidentifythework.Anyonewhowants
to find out when the piece was whtten
or anything else about the work need
only look it up in the many books about
classical music.

When it comes to synagogue music
we are not so well served. Apart from
I:he trurty Jewish Music; Its History
a#cJ Deve/ape;#e#f by Idelsohn and the
Jewish Eneyclopedia which has some
very interesting entries on Jewish
music, finding out who wrote your
favoriri:te Adon Olam or Mah Tovu is
not easy. In fact the provenance of
much of the music we sing in services
and in the home is highly interesting
and provides one more strand in the
rich tapestry of the history of the Jews.
If many are not interested in the
music we sing, perhaps it is because
we think it is `traditional' or `sacred'
or`folkmusic'.Inthepasttwentyyears
there has been a renewed interest in all
ethnic music and much scholarship has
been and is being devoted to many
areas of Jewish music. But this has not
yet filtered down to the average
congregant.
Within the Reform Movement we
have many composers of whom to be
proud.
When West London synagogue first
opened its doors in 1840 and the Movement was founded they employed a
fine non-Jewish musician Charles
Garland Verrinder who arranged,
edited and composed much of what
became the set musical repertoire for
the Movement for many years. His set-

in the whole British Jewish community. But has anyone outside of
synagogue choirs heard of him?
We may have little information
about the music of our services. Ivhen
it comes to the music we sing in the
home we` have even less. There are
over 1500 tunes to accompany the text
o£ Chad Gadya in the PaLssover
Haggadah and yet we have little
information about the history of any of
them. Singing the texts from the
Haggadah is not compulsory but it is
customary to do so according to the
example set by the parents. In some
.families different tunes abound
because they have been handed down
unchanged from generation to
generation. In other families the tunes
have been lost.
Many of our ancestors fled to
England from Russia during the 19th
century, from elsewhere in Europe
during the 20th century and came from
all around the world for one reason or

another. My own family came from
Russia during the early 1900s and my
aunt had a repertoire of Yiddish songs.
It never occuITed to me to record these
melodies and so a wealth of music and
its history was lost when she died. Over
the years I have become fascinated by
the variety of tunes that abound at our
communal Sedarim. In the past there
was a wonderful gentleman from Italy
who had a supply of unfamiliar
melodies. I had intended to record his
tunes but sadly failed to do so before

ting of Esscz Ez.#az., Psalm 121, is

he died. These losses sparked the idea
that I should take a Sabbatical, do some
far-reaching research and develop an
anthology of Seder songs before it is
too late. I also thought about dedicating

perhaps the best known liturgical song

the archive to the memory of my late
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parents, Nat and Kitty Bellos. Some
time later I mentioned my idea to
Vicky Joseph, an old time colleague
from RSGB days when we shared an
office, she as Director of Social Action
and I as Music Consultant. She
suggested applying for funding.
There followed eighteen months of
endless application forms, meetings,
quotes from designers, more
application forms and finally in
January this year an award of £50,000
from the Heritage Lottery Fund and
£21,000 from another charitable trust
which prefers to remain anonymous.
Other small grants have been found
along the way and now we are ready to
begin three years of interviewing,
recording, notating, transcribing and
publishing our findings.
Over the next three years I will visit
at least eight Jewish centres, Brighton,
Boumemouth, Cardiff, Manchester,
Leeds, Glasgow, Newcastle and
London. I will hold workshops in
synagogues or other venues to
introduce the project and identify
people who want to share their
melodies and stories with me. The team
at Clinton Smith Design Consultants
have created a terrific flier which will
be sent out to communities.
We are primarily looking for people
who have great stories to accompany
the melodies and who know the
country of origin of the melodies they
sing. There are differences in
trErd]fjions. Chad Gadya, Echad Mi
yoc7ecr and j4dz.J' fJg/ only appear in the

Ashkenazi Haggadah and are thought
to be based on German folksongs. The
melodies, of which there are so many
variations, have always been based on
popular tunes of the country and also
the era in which they are sung. So in
many families in 21St century Britain,
traditional lyrics are being sung to
contemporary, pop and folk melodies
on Seder night.

When we have identified the
individuals we wish to interview I will
visit them either in their homes or at
their synagogues and record their
stories and songs. I will then notate the
songs as sheet music, record the songs
onto CD and Vicky will edit and write
up the stories. At the end of the three
years a set of archives will have been
created and will be housed around the
country, at Alyth Gardens, other
synagogues, in libraries and music and
academic institutions. The information
will also be available on our web site
www.jewishreflections.org. Please do
visit this site which is already active
and would benefit from your
contributions.
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We are not only concentrating on
Seder melodies. I also have an interest
in the songs sung round the table on
Shabbat, the Z'z#z.roz of Friday night,
Shabbat lunchtime and S'eztc7cr
ffe/z's¢z./. These melodies are not old

and many emanate from Israel and
America, but are also worth recording
for posterity.
This is an enormous project and I
need help. I am very fortunate to have
a wonderful resource group who
inspire and support me in the task.
Members of this group include

Geraldine Auerbach of the Jewish
Music Institute, Alexander Knapp
lecturer in Jewish Music at the School
for African and Oriental Studies,
Victor Tunkel collector of, and lecturer
in Jewish music and Simon Appleman
Head of Music at the Jewish Free
School. I am also looking for
volunteers from the eight communities
to help me with the interviewing
processortobeacontactfortheproject
within their community.
We would dearly love to hear from
any readers who have an interest in this

project. It does not matter if you do not
live in or even near one of the centres
because I am happy to come to you.
Please get in touch with me via
email at viv@jewishreflections.org or
telephone 07956 912567

The launch of the final anthologies
is planned for 2009 and we will be
holding events in each centre to
coincide with the publication .
VIVIENNE BELLOS, LRAM ARCM j.s
Director Of MIAsic at the North Western Roforrl'l
Synagogue, Akyth Gardens, North West London

and Musical Director Of the Jewish Youth Choir.
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We are creating an anthology of 5habbat Zmi.rot and Seder melodies

Music Director Viv Belles will be visiting your commuTiity

from individuals and families in the Jewish community in Britain.

to tell you mare about 'Reflections',

We will examine the origin and I.ourney of these songs througli the

to explore some popular melodies with you and

generations, building a social history and geography of the Jewish
community through its music.

to make arrangements to interview you and your family.
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Over the next three years the material collected will appear on our
website and ultimately will be published as an archive of CDs, sheet
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music and text.
Address:
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address and postcode

!f you would like to get involved in any way please contact:
Music Director Viv Bellos
Reflectioris=

North Western Reform Syi`agogue. Alyth Gaidens, Fjncltley Road, london NW117EN

t 079S6 912567 / 020 8457 8795

a viv@jewishreflections.cirg

Project Manager vicky Joseph
t 07957 494S72
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. vicky@jewishreflections.org
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Group Of Galician Hasidics in Przemysl

HALO V
FOR
GALICIA
Ludwik Finkelstein
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IEWS OF GALIZIANERS
held by other Jews are
un flattering. We are usually
considered to be agile in business, and
flexible in business ethics. In religious
matters we are viewed as superstitious
and not very leamed. These views are
amoying. But they are not seriously
believed and there is little malice in
them. As Galicia, and the concept of
Galizianers, fades from memory the
stereotype is of little practical
consequence. Even so, it does harm,
because it obscures the historical fact
that Galicia has been a great centre of
Jewish leaning and that Galizianers
have contributed significantly to the
Jewish response to the challenge of
modemity. It is therefore right to raise
a voice in praise of Galicia and
particularly of its learning.
Since Galicia is no longer on the
map, the term needs explanation. It was
the name given to the teritories seized
in 1 772 by the Habsburg Empire in the

First Partition of the Polish-Lithuanian
Commonwealth. It was a swath of land
North of the Carpathian Mountains,
from about the lower reaches of the
Vistula to the River Zbruch. It
consisted of the old Polish provinces
of Lesser Poland and Red Ruthenia. It
was given the name Galicia, or more

formally that of the Kingdom of
Galicia and Lodomeria, from the
ancient Ruthenian Principalities of
Galich and Vladimir. These covered
part of the land and the Habsburgs had
vague dynastic claims to them. There
were territorial changes in the Third
Partition of Poland in 1795 and in the
Napoleonic upheavals, but Galicia`
returned approximately to its 1772
borders in the settlement of Europe at
the Congress of Vienna in 1815. The
notable exception was that the
Congress of Vienna made the ancient

city of Cracow, for a time a part of
Galicia, a free and autonomous city.
Galicia had a substantial Jewish
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The stereotype Of the
population. They inherited from the
days of the Polish-Lithuanian
Commonwealth a tradition of political,
social and cultural autonomy. The life
of the Jews was governed by their own
religious law and customs. They
differed from the surrounding peoples
not only by religion but also by their
own Yiddish language, by dress and by
general culture.
The stereotype of the Galizianer has
a kemel of truth. Galicia was a poor
and backward land. There was much
superstition in popular religious
practice. Hasidism, which was a
dominant influence throughout the life
of the land, had declined as a
movement. There was nevertheless
much rabbinic leaming in Galicia. But
the intention here is not to discuss that
leaming, but to praise the response of
Galicia to the challenges of modemity.
The formation of Galicia coincided
generally with the beginning of the
Jewish Enlightenment, ushered in by
Moses Mendelssohn in Germany.
Galicia had a special role to play in the
advancement and dissemination of this
movement in Eastern Europe, where it
was termed Haskalah. The special
place of Galicia in this process arose
from two major factors.
Firstly, the incorporation of Galicia
into the Habsburg Empire opened it to
contact with rapidly advancing Western European leaming and thought. Not
long after this incorporation the
Habsburgs introduced a policy of
Germanisation of the Jews. There was
a measure of abolition of disabilities
together with the imposition of burdensome restrictions, duties and taxes.
Above all, there was the introduction
of compulsory elementary secular education in German. The new reforms
were seen by traditional Jewry as
repressive, but they contributed to a
spreadofsecularenlightenmentamong
Jews.
The other factor that shaped the life
and thought of Galician Jewry was the
strong concentration and cohesion of
Jews, which maintained Jewish
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identity and separateness. In fact,
Galicia had inherited a tradition of
scholarship from the Golden Age of
Polish
Jewry.
Polish-Jewish
scholarship was born in Cracow.
The combination of an opening to
Western trends of thought and a solid
anchor in Jewish life gave the Galician
Jewish response to the Enlightenment
its unique character and influence.
Whereas
the
German
Jewish
Enlightenment was soon expressed in
German and tended to assimilation, the
Galician Haskalah was expressed in
Hebrew and remained anchored in the
Jewish people. A note on a few
distinguished men of the Galician
Enlightenment must suffice here to
exemplify the movement and its
impact.
Perhaps the greatest of these was the
thinker Nachman Krochmal (17851840). He applied the concepts and
methods of contemporary philosophy
to an analysis of the history of the
Jewish people. He developed a view of
that history, which characterised Israel
as an etemal people and one whose
special genius was the centrality of
God. His work has exercised a
significant and abiding influence on
Jewish thought. A close companion of
Krochmal's, Solomon Judah Rapoport
(1790-1867), became a pioneer of the

application of contemporary literary
and historical methods to the critical
examination of biblical, talmudic and
other rabbinical literature. Krochmal
and Rapoport were opposed by
conservatives, but they were devout
and observant. Even though they were
critical in their thinking they were
fimily attached to tradition and ethnic
identity.
The Hebrew language was not only
used in Galicia for scholarship. The
land was also the cradle of modem
Hebrew literature. Two of the foremost
writers. Joseph Perl (1774-1839) and
Isaac Erter (1792-1851) were writers

of satires and blazed the trail for
modem Hebrew writing.
continued on next page
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Numerous other writers, thinkers
and scholars were active in Galicia at
the time. Though the high point of the
Galician Haskalah was during the
period 1815-1850, its work continued
late into the l9th century.

Thus Galicia kindled the light of
modem Jewish thought and writing in
the East of Europe. It was from Galicia,
mainly through the border town of
Brody, that the Jewish Enlightenment
penetrated the Tsarist Empire and
stimulated the Haskalah there. A
Galizianer bent on continuing the usual
banter might indeed remind Litvaks
that it was Galizianers who brought
enlighterment to them.
Galicia was convulsed by violent
disturbances in 1846. To pre-empt a
planned Polish insurrection the
Austrian authorities encouraged a
wave of peasant attacks against the
gentry. As part of the same events the
independence of the Cracow Republic
was extinguished. The city was
annexed by Austria and incorporated
in Galicia. The Spring of Peoples in
1848 gave Jews hopes of emancipation.
Ultimately, the revolutionary changes
failed and absolute monarchical rule

A Galizianer
bent on condrming
the usual banter
ndghi indeed
renind hitwaks
that it was
Galizianers
who broughi
enlighienment
to them.

was restored. This did not last, as the
Austrian Empire began to lose its
power under internal tensions and
external pressures. In 1867 Galicia was
given substantial autonomy. Power
was devolved essentially to the Polish
gentry. There was a flowering of polish
culture, leaning and letters. Galicia
became the centre of Polish national
life, while other Polish lands were
subjected to oppressive Russification
in
tbe
Tsarist
Empire,
or
Germanisation in the areas ruled by
Prussia.
The same time saw Jewish
emancipation in Galicia. Most
economic disabilities were lifted and,
in particular, the doors to higher
education were opened. Though the
misery and backwardness of the
masses continued, there developed a
significant prosperous and educated
class. Jews experienced conflicting
pulls: towards Polish culture on the
one hand and German culture on the
other. Both cultures influenced them.
Polish culture integrated them better

into the life of the country. Geman
culture opened their way to a wider
world view.

L'viv Progressive Synagogue 1846
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Jews began making significant
contributions to the vitality of Polish
life and culture in Galicia. Though this
work deserves to be remembered, this
brief article will confine itself to the
part of Galician Jews in the
advancement of specifically Jewish
leaning and letters.
A new type of Galician scholar
began to work on Jewish studies. They
continued the work of the Haskalah by
the methods of modem scholarship.
While, like their predecessors, they had
acquired traditional Jewish leaning,
they also obtained a rigorous university
education and training in research.
They made significant advances in a
whole spectnm of Jewish disciplines.
Their most distinguished and distinctive
contribution was to advance the
knowledge and understanding of the
past of the Jews in Polish lands.
Scholars of Galician birth or education,

Galicia disappeared
as an entity when the
Habsburg Empire
collapsed at the end
Of the First World
Tmar. The land was

integrated into a
reborn Poland,
though a sense Of
regional identity
remained.

THE JEWS 0F AUSTRIA-HUNGARY 1867-1914

such as Majer Balaban, Ignaey Schiper,
Emanuel Ringelblum, Jacob Shatzky,
Rafael Mahler, Artur Eisenbach have
made a great impact on Jewish
historiography.
Galicia disappeared as an entity
when the Habsburg Empire collapsed
at the end of the World War I. The land
was integrated into a reborn Poland,
though a sense of regional identity
remained.
In independent Poland the centre of
Polish cultural life moved from Galicia
to Warsaw, the capital of the country.
But Galizianers came to occupy many
positions of religious and intellectual
leadership, due to the fact that they
combined Jewish learning with a
modem academic education. They
were, in particular, the leading
founders of the Institute of Judaic
Studies in Warsaw, a research and
teaching institution at university level,
which established modern Jewish
Studies in Poland. The leadership role
of Galizianers in Poland between the
World Wars is best exemplified by
Mojzesz Schorr. Born in Galicia in
1874, he became a noted scholar of
ancient oriental languages, rabbi of the
Great Synagogue of warsaw, Professor
of Warsaw University, Rector of the
Institute of Judaic Studies and served
for a time in the Polish Senate. He fell
into Soviet hands in World War 11 and
died in 1941 in a labour camp.

Polish Jewry was destroyed in the
Holocaust and the subsequent flight
from Poland of the remnant of a once
proud community. Soviet domination
of Poland helped to distort and destroy
the remnants of Jewish life and culture
there. Eastern Galicia is now part of
Ukraine and its Jewish population are
immigrants from the East. Old Galicia
is no more.
ButGalizianershaveleftapermanent
imprint on Jewish scholarship and
letters. While nothing can restore the
past, there are some hopeful signs that
the traditions of Jewish Galicia are
remembered. The Jewish quarter of
Cracow has been restored and
endeavours are being made to breathe
life into it. The ancient University of
Cracow has built up a centre of
excellence in Jewish Studies. In

Lemberg (now L'viv) the Jewish
community seeks links with the past.
We must seek a true picture of that
past and cherish the Galizianer
inheritance of rigorous scholarship
with its roots in tradition I

Zionist pioneer trairting group, L 'viv
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The Editor was bowled over by this article, being completely unaware Of its fascinating inif;ormation. He was also intrigued at
how people would f;eel both about the iriformedon and about the way it is presented by a friendly and admiring gehiile. Would it
have made c[ny difference to readers had it appeared in a non-Jewish periodical? Letters on the subject are encouraged.
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Robin Pooley OBE
1 945 war broke out. My father was
IwAs
a big
TlmEE
noise inwlHN
the meat
TIIE
industry,
1939but
he volunteered for army service
immediately. Sadly, he was soon
discharged after an injury and drafted
into the Ministry of Food. As a
somewhat reluctant civil servant he ran
the meat rationing system in Britain for
fifteen years. Our family business had
been confiscated at the outbreak of war,
so when I left school meat was still
rationed. Like most fathers in those
days, he insisted that I should leam the
business from the bottom up. So in 1952
I started work as an apprentice
slaughterman at Reading Abattoir and
added `advanced swearing' to my
developing portfolio of qualifications.
It was at that time that I helped out
in the evenings with kosher slaughter.
It left a lasting impression on my mind.
Little did I know then that some fifty
years later the Secretary of State for
Agriculture, Nick Brown, would ask
me to chair an enquiry to produce a
new system of regulation and
inspection for the meat and livestock
industry. Sadly, ritual slaughter was
not included in my remit. I have always
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held the view that kosher slaughter was
as humane and as considerate of
animals' welfare as any system I have
witnessed. It always struck me as
amazing that rules set down in
Leviticus could be as scientifically
sound today as they were thousands of
years ago. As a gentile I would argue
that they are somewhat wasteful of
good meat, but never mind. They serve
the Children of Israel just as well now
as they did in the days of Moses.
In 1954 the meat industry was
handed back to the private sector. I
was expecting to be called up for
national service. I had a few months to
spare and Father insisted that I should
have some experience of Smithfield
Market in the City. In those days
Smithfield was the commercial centre
of the World Meat Industry and the
price of Argentine beef and New
Zealand lamb was established there. It
did not take me long to realise who the
movers and shakers were. Amongst
the leaders of the trade were such
famous names as Silver, Stitcher,
Oppenheimer, Van der Lynn, Van
Vlyman, Zwanenberg and many more.
The pork and bacon business was

dominated by Jewish families, mainly
Dutch Jews who had left Holland to
practice their trade here, at a time when
the Jewish authorities in Holland
frowned on anything to do with pigs.
The Zwanenberg family became world
famous for their Zwan Brand pork
luncheon meat.
On the day that meat was de-rationed
a new company was established called
FMC, the Fatstock Marketing
Corporation. That was the flrst truly
national meat processing and byproducts company, whose interests
stretched to abattoirs, wholesaling,
hide markets, fellmongeries, fat
melting... you name it. The man who
stitched the whole business together,
out of a large number of much smaller
enterprises, was Jack Clarfelt. He was
a barrister, but his father Barney
Clarfelt had a meat business at
Islington Cattle Market before the war.
Under Jack's command the company
flourished. But when Jack left they
appointed a man from the motor car
industry, and the influence of FMC
waned. There has never been anything
quite like it before or since. Jack and
his charming wife Baba are still alive.
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Jack was a good friend to my father
and to me in later years. He had two
brothers, George and Sydney, who also
built meat businesses of their own.
After army service and a short
exposure to active service in the 1956

Suez War, I returned to the meat
business and became a member of the
Worshipful Company of Butchers, the
medieval city craft guild first
historically recorded in 975. The
Butchers' Company was, indeed still
is, the very heart of the meat industry
in Britain. It has the same objectives as
it had in the loth century, education,
management and charitable works. In
that sense it is unlike most Livery
Companies in the City, which have
become gentlemen's clubs with only
loose connections with a trade. The
20th century role of honour of
distinguished Masters includes James
Blofeld, Leo Van Zwanenberg, Sam
Franks, John Silver, Jack Clarfelt,
David Franks, Hal Arnold, and
Michael Katz. When I was Master in
1987 I wanted to ask Rabbi Hugo Gryn
as principal guest of honour to one of
our monthly Court Luncheons. I used
to meet him at the BBC occasionally.
Sadly, my choice was deemed to be
` controversial' by some older members
of the Court, so it was not to be. Ever
since then I have pressed successive
Masters to pay our respects to British
Jewry. On 2 March this year I got my
way at last and it gave me huge
pleasure to welcome Rabbi Professor
Jonathan Magonet as our principal
guest. What a day that was. Jonathan
did us proud. I have never seen our
members so animated and excited. So
it took the Butchers of London over
one thousand years to recognise the
role of British Jews in the meat
industry. Please God, it will not take
another thousand years before we
remember again.
After World War I, Charlie Kirsh,
Mich Oppenheimer and Willie
Goldstein were amongst the prime
movers in establishing the Butchers
Company Masonic Lodge called,
unsurprisingly, Taurus. This is hardly
surprising as the system of morality,
which Freemasonry is,
is coincidentally much akin to the rules for
the conduct of life set out by the
Hebrew scriptures. When I joined
some forty-three years ago, the leading
lights in the Lodge were the Franks
family of Levy and Franks fame.
Arthur, Sam and Harry were the
trendsetters in those days. Today,
Taurus is one of the strongest Lodges
in the City, with 130 or more brethren
attending meetings regularly.
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What is so striking about the role of
British Jews in the meat industry, is
that their participation in leading
positions is totally disproportionate to
their numbers in British society. The
same could be said about the world of
politics, the arts, banking, show
business, law and retailing. So many of
my Jewish friends were not just
ordinary players, they were the giants.
I have mentioned Jack Clarfelt already,
far and away the biggest name in his
day. What about Michael Katz? He
came over from Germany in the thirties
with nothing and set about establishing
the biggest ham business in Britain. He
founded Scotts of Bletchley, with his
wife Ilsa and his partner Hermann van
Vlymen. Michael brought the slice of
ham, an expensive delicacy previously,
within the pocket of every family in
the land. He really did `make a silk
purse out of a sow's ear'. He used all
the cheaper cuts of pork and by a
magical process melded them into
delicious ham. The trick was `added
water'. At least the water was kosher.
Thirty per cent kosher ham if I am not
mistaken. Michael sold out for millions
and I was delighted to work with his
rabbi to get him an OBE for what he
did, particularly as he used his millions
to help so many people less fortunate
than himself.
Wemer Mattis was the man who put
the Mmmmmm into Mattessons pork

products, which became an important
part of unilever plc. Another man who
could make something out of nothing
was Hal Arnold. He ran a retail
business called Quality Stores. He used
to come to market late in the day and

buy up all the bits that nobody wanted
and turn them into something his
customers would enjoy. One day I sold
him some meat best described as close
to its sell by date. Making out the
sales docket I said to Hal `How can
you sleep at night when you call
yourself Quality Stores?' `It's easy' he
said `1 never said which quality.' The
partner of John Silver in C R Barron
Ltd was Jerry Stitcher, CBE and Chief
Commoner in the City of London.
Every great city needs at least one
butcher in a leading role. The Court of
Common Council now has at least four.
I will be seventy by the time you
read this and I have had a very happy
life. I have travelled all over the world
and lived and worked with all sorts of
people, Russians, Hindus, Jews,
Muslims, even Mormons. The
conclusion that I come to is that most
people in our world are nice people. So
it hurts me when I see so much strife,
warfare and hatred between the great
religions, particularly as it is always
the lunatic ffinge, the dogmatists and
the zealots who stir up trouble. There
is a wonderful line in the last chapter
of Ecclesiastes, a book that Christians
and Jews both respect. `Let us hear the
conclusion of the whole matter, fear
God and keep His Commandments, for
this is the whole duty of man.' I just
wish that if Moses had a little more
space on his tablets of stone, he could
have added: `All the rest is trivia'.
That's what we fight about. Trivia.

I count myself to be very fortunate
that my life in business has brought me
so close to the ancient and most
honourable tradition which is Judaism.
As a gentile, I am no expert. But I
know enough to appreciate the need to
preserve that magical `something
special' which makes British Jews such
important contributors to British life
and society at large. In all the clamour
and strife of the 21St century we will
need to work hard to maintain
standards and traditions. I will fight for
mine... I hope that you think yours are
well worth the fight. No, I know you

will I
FroB" POOL;EN is pro"d to have been born
Cornish, but now lives in Norfolk. He still works

as a nan-executive director of a r"mber Of
companies in the world Of food and farm:ing. He
has won both national and international
honours for his contribution to the agricultural
economy, including an OBE for services to
agricultural marketing.
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rallied round one of their own. From Henry
Grunwald QC, the president of the Board
of Deputies, to Lord Kalms, the High Street

tycoon and bountiful backer - at vinous
times - of the Chief Rabbinate , the Tory
Party and a number of even more worthy
causes, they publicly champion the shining
virtues of Richard Desmond. He is a
newspaper tycoon, owner of the Dczz./ry and
Sz/7zc7ig; Exp7iess, as well as of a magazine
empire. In recent years he has also emerged
as a generous donor -a £2.5 million gift to
the Moorfield Eye Hospital, probably the
best of its kind in Britain, is but one minor
example. Because of his generosity, he has

now been made president of Norwood, one
of the country's foremost children's
charities, notable for its outstanding work
for the mentally and physically disabled.
In that post he is required not only to cough
up millions himself every year, but see that
others in the same magic and moneyed
circle do the same. Beyond that , he has
clear representational duties in the Anglo
Jewish colrmunity.
So far, so splendid. Until the Jlowz.sfe
Cfero77z.c/e and some non-Jewish papers

pointed out that the bulk of Mr Desmond's
fortune comes from the ownership of
pornographic TV channels and magazines
And the fact that in particular David
Rowan, the new editor of the t/C has dared
to mention this, has kindled the outrage of
Mr Desmond's peers.
But looking the other way does not
remove Big Ben from Parliament Square,
or the Eiffel Tower from the shores of the
Seine, or even one commandment from the
Torah. And pornography as the source of
one's income, however generously part of
it is given away, does raise social and
moral issues of gravity which blind eyes
and deaf ears do not blot out .
The canonisation of Richard Desmond
does raise one other question that will not
cease to nag: Where does this leave the
self respect of Anglo Jewry?

Bimah at West London Synagogue to sbare
an Israel Independence day service. But
every mute step he took, spoke volumes
because of the charisma that shone out of
every bone in his body and the conviction
in every look of his eyes. And every word
he uttered in prayer or homily that May
evening 25 years ago sprang from the depth
of his rich soul. If he had been a member
of a world cup team, he would have
dominated the championship even sitting
on the bench through every game. As he
dominated Anglo Jewry from the sidelines.
But what permanent mark is Jacobs
leaving on our history? For all the power
of his presence, he did not change its
course. The orthodoxy he sought to reform
is now being colonised by ever more
fundamentalist Lubavitch rabbis. The
100,000
members
of the
United
Synagogue are still expected to believe the
incredible, that the world is celebrating its
5767th birthday on September 23 this year.
In spite of himself, Jacobs became the
only martyr in our 350 year history.
Beyond that, he was a beacon who lit up
the lives of his contemporaries. And once
extinguished, as it was one Shabbat this
midsummer, the darkness that is left, is
relieved only by memories as priceless as
they are passing.

t`j`
cast shadows as well as leave

FAMOUS
long after
PREDECESSORS
glows. It has taken
CIAN
me
more than four years to work out what
Samuel Holdheim has done for me, except
to make me feel guilty that I have yet to
arrange a celebration of his 200th birthday.
From my bedroom window I can look
across to his in the beamed house where he
lived for the six years he held my present
job. And he went on from Schwerin to even
greater glory in Berlin. There he brought
in services that were all in German, and
shifted them from Shabbat moming to
Sunday. Never mind the after glow, even

given my readiness to perform ceremonies
for inter married couples, that makes me
squirm at my stick-in-the-rut inadequacy as
a reformer. And then I shudder at Sunday
moming services and cheer up enormously.
Religion school or not, Sundays firmly
remain my day for a lie in. That makes me
blissfully happy to stay in Holdheim's
shadow.

#

the illusion that far from it being a new right
to acquire, it is the only inevitability that
clings to us from the moment we are born.
And no doctor or law maker can dump it
for us.

#
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comes up with a whacky wheeze in one of
his world class radio rants. He wants Jews
to wear yellow ribbons in the street,
Christians red, and Zoroastrians blue. It
requires no effort of memory to know
where this cute dress code was so
successfully pioneered, at least for Jews.
Nor to remember that when Nazi Germany
enforced it on the streets of Europe three
quarters of a century ago, the international
reaction was the same as today. As audible
as a whisper at a rock concert.

#
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cantillation of the next day's Torah reading.
`1 am going to come to you in a dense cloud'

God was telling Moses, when an alarm went
off outside my room. Had a rabbit hit the
wire, or a synagogue warden brushed
against the wrong switch? `Put crowd
barriers around the mountain...' I was
reading when someone popped his head
round my door, said `Aha' and vanished.
Then the fire brigade arrived. They sniffed
the air in my room and told me I was the
culprit who set off the alarm. And indeed
in between Moses going up and coming
down from the mountain, I had stuck a
leftover piece of challah in my new toaster.
And my thoughts slipping back to the
desert. I had managed to burn it.
Explanation received and accepted, the
fireman wished me `Good afternoon, Herr
Rabbiner', and made for the door. He
stopped with the handle in his hand, gave
me a wicked look, and added `And allow
me to wish you bo# czfaperz.Z, Herr Rabbiner. '

Next moming the Torah reading went
off without a fault in word or note. Only at
one place did my voice dip down when it
should have climbed up. That was when
God descended on the mountain, the
shofars sounded at Sinai, and the fire
brigade turned up in Rostock I

*
memories of Rabbi Dr Louis
Jacobs
his climbing
a dozen
OF is of
MY
ABIDING
steps. He did not scale them two by two,
nor did he stumble as he mounted the

0NE

the headline over a letter in one of
IREMAIN
my favourite
DEEPLY
newspapers.
PUZZLED
`The Right
BY
To Die' it proclaimed boldly, and went on
to plead for it as a new privilege. And there
I have lived all these lengthening years with

RABBI WILLIAM WOLFF I.a ffee regz.o7zcz/
rabbi in North East Germany. He has previously
served congregations in Wimbledon, Brighton,
Reading, Milton Keynes and Newcastle upon
Tyne. He trained at Leo Baeck College, and
started in the rabbinate as an assistcmt to the late
Rabbi Hugo Gryn at the West London Synagogue.
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The Sternberg Centre for Judaism, situated at 80 East End Poad,. Finchley, at the heart of London's Jewish
community, is the largest Jewish religious, educational and cultural centre in Europe.
It is the home of +he Movement for Peform Judaism, the Leo Baeck College, Akiva School and the New
North London Masorti Synagogue. The Centre provides many programmes and amenities, including a library,
bookshop, The Strudel Caf6 , biblical garden and extensive grounds.

The Sternberg Centre is an open door to Jewish life and extends to you the warmest of welcomes.
JEWISH MUSEUM EXHIBITION AND EVENTS 2006

The Shiur -Autumn Semester 2006

The Last Gooddye is an exhibition by the Jewish

Tuesdays 11.15am -12.45pm
Themes from the book of Genesis
Study the Torah with the finest teachers

Museum, Finchley, which tells the remarkable story of
ten thousand unaccompanied children rescued from
Nazi Europe on the Kindertransport.
The Last Gooc/bye records this extraordinary story
through evocative photographs, documents and

and students.
Starting 12lh September 2006

Telephone 020 8349 5604

personal testimonies. The exhibition casts a vivid light

on the experiences of these young refugees, the heartrending decision of their parents to send them away,
and their difficulties in adjusting to life in a foreign
country. Tracing the rise of Nazism, the exhibition

.
highlights core issues relating to prejudice, racism,
conformity and indifference. It also demonstrates the
courage and kindness of those individuals who opened
their homes to these refugee children.

JEWISH MUSEUM -FAMILY HISTORY WORKSHOP
F3esearch your family roots.
Sunday 3rd September and Sunday 22nd October
Jewish Genealogy Workshops 4pm-6pm
lf you are starting to trace your family history and
would like to find out more about researching your
Jewish ancestors come to one of the Museum's regular
genealogy workshops run in association with the
Jewish Genealogical Society of Great Britain (JGSGB).

These workshops offer a fantastic opportunity to
consult standard texts, swap information and get
advice from experts.
Telephone 020 83491143

The Movement for Reform Judaism
A Greek Jewish Journey 2006
October 18th - 25`h £920 per person
A journey of private and public memory
with

Babbi Simon Franses born Larissa, Greece 1943,
may he live to be 120.
Jeremy Leigh born London, UK 1966, may he live to
be 120.
Julian Resnick born Cape Town South Africa 1954,
may he live to be 120.
For the first time in our Jewish Journeys we will have
the opportunity to not only view the story of a Jewish
community as outsiders, but will be able to get up

close through the story of Pabbi Simon Franses and
his extended family some of whom survived the
terrible times of the Nazi occupation of Greece.
Please join us in a journey of private and public
memory in which we will celebrate both the rebirth of
a remarkable and ancient Jewish community as well
as the life of one of its sons born during the most
painful period in Greek Jewish history.

LEO BAECK COLLEGE
Community of Learners Programme.
Adult Jewish learning targeted to the needs of our
time. The programme responds to a secular Britain at
the beginning of the 2lst century, using the expertise of
rabbis and educators.
Telephone Gaby Pluppin: 020 8349 5628
www.communityoflearners.org

Visit the Strudel Caf6 at The Sternberg Centre
Open from 8.30am-5.30pm Monday to Thursday
8.30am - 3.00pm on Fridays.
Telephone : 020 8349 571

This is Greece as you will not have come across it in
your previous travels.
Annie Simmons 020 8349 5646
Annie.simmons@reformjudaism.org.uk

THE STEF]NBEF]G CENTFIE AF]T CLASSES

Monday and Wednesday mornings.
Life Drawing on Monday evenings.
Tuesday morning and afternoon.
Watercolor class on Wednesday evenings
For further information please call June
Telephone: 020 8349 5724
Email:june.Iewis@manorhousetrust.org.uk
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